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Abstract
This thesis introduces a complete solution for automatic translation of formal data 
specifications to voice data-input applications. The objective of the research is to 
automatically generate applications for inputting data through speech from specifi­
cations of the structure of the data.
The formal data specifications are XML DTDs. A new formalization called 
Grammar-DTD (G-DTD) is introduced as an extended DTD tha t contains grammars 
to describe valid values of the DTD elements and attributes. G-DTDs facilitate the 
automatic generation of Voice XML applications tha t correspond to the original DTD 
structure.
The development of the automatic application-generator included identifying 
constraints on the G-DTD to ensure a feasible translation, using predicate calculus 
to build a knowledge base of inference rules th a t describes the mapping procedure, 
and writing an algorithm for the automatic translation based on the inference rules.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
Voice technology is a new area in Computer Science tha t has developed over the last 
twenty years. The importance of voice services comes from the increasing demand for 
this technology in recent times. This area interests many institutions and researchers 
who invest time and funds to develop different strategies and techniques for designing 
voice applications. Many books, research papers, and surveys have been published 
about voice technology. Various voice systems have been built and demonstrated, 
and different technologies and tools have been used to facilitate the construction of 
voice applications.
There is a variety of books and surveys from the literature tha t provide an 
overview of the area, covering the main aspects of voice technology, and illustrating 
several tools and languages to construct voice applications and systems. Examples of 
major surveys and books published in this area are discussed below:
In 1995, Ronald A. Cole [20] wrote a survey about the state of the art in human 
language technology. The survey covered the following topics: spoken language input, 
written language input, language analysis and understanding, language generation, 
spoken output technologies, discourse and dialogue, document processing, multilin- 
guality, multimodality, transmission and storage, mathematical methods, language 
resources, and evaluation.
In 2002, McGraw-Hill Companies published a book, “VoiceXML 2.0 Devel-
1
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oper’s Guide: Building Professional Voice-enabled Applications with JSP, ASP & 
Coldfusion” authored by Dreamtech Software India, Dreamtech Inc [28].
In 2004, Morgan Kaufmann published a book “Voice Interaction Design: Craft­
ing the new conversational speech systems” authored by Randy Allen Harris [62]. This 
book provides a broad and deep understanding of speech as well as coverage of the 
current state of voice interfaces, and offers valuable insights for the voice-interface 
designer.
In addition, the literature is full of research papers th a t elucidate different 
strategies, techniques, as well as approaches for designing voice systems, tools, and 
frameworks. There has been widespread research on speech technology, such as core 
speech engine, SRI tools, Java Speech API, IBM Via-Voice technology, VRIO, and 
VoiceXML browsers. At the same time, many studies have focused on building voice 
systems, such as telephony-application systems, command-and-control systems, dic­
tation systems, query systems, and e-mail browsers. In addition, several frameworks 
have been built to help construct voice applications, such as SpeechActs framework, 
Object-Oriented frameworks, Galaxy II, SLS-Lite, SpeechBuilder, and Speech Web.
Current speech technology is limited and has many constraints, especially in 
the case of using natural dialogs as the basis for speech-interface design [156]. On 
the other hand, there are predictions and estimations of future investments in voice 
technology because of the increasing demand tha t verifies the expectations of expo­
nential growth of voice technology in the near future [3].
One approach is to generate voice applications automatically from data  specifi­
cations. This approach guarantees fast and accurate development of voice applications 
customized to the specifications and the purposes these applications will be used for.
One of the main voice technologies is Voice XML. Voice XML is a Web-enabled 
voice technology tha t allows building voice applications consistent with the XML stan­
dard. This aspect makes Voice XML popular as a future voice-application standard.
Writing Voice XML applications requires expertise and programming skills.
University of Windsor, 2006 2
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On the other hand, generating such applications from simple data specifications is 
more efficient and can save time, money and effort. The Document Type Definition 
notation is a straightforward description of an XML document. A DTD describes the 
XML document’s structure, containing all of the document’s elements and attributes. 
The only problem is tha t the DTD does not contain any information about valid val­
ues th a t the elements and the attributes can accept. Translating DTD to Voice XML 
applications is possible, but the grammars tha t specify the valid form and field inputs 
in the generated application have to be written manually.
This problem motivated the need for Grammar-DTD as a new notation which 
was developed as part of this thesis work. G-DTD is an extended version of DTD 
tha t includes grammars to specify the elements and the attribu tes’ acceptable values. 
G-DTDs can be translated automatically to Voice XML documents without any need 
of external information. By applying constraints on the G-DTD to ensure feasible 
translation to a meaningful Voice XML application, G-DTD makes possible to  auto­
matically generate a complete Voice XML application tha t corresponds to the original 
DTD structure with all required grammars to direct the voice input.
University of Windsor, 2006





XML, the extensible Markup Language, is a simple, very flexible text format origi­
nally designed for wide-ranging electronic document publishing. XML is also playing 
an increasingly useful role in data  exchange on the World Wide Web. These reasons 
make XML a standard format representation of data portrayed as text documents. 
An XML document consists of a set of tags tha t enclose the data. These tags specify 
the structure of the document and can be considered as a schema of the data con­
tained in the document.
A DTD, Document Type Definition, defines the structure of the XML docu­
ment. The DTD consists of a set of elements and attributes tha t specify the XML 
document tags tha t enclose the data. DTD can be easily mapped to a tree tha t 
identifies the hierarchy of the elements from the root element to the leaf elements. 
Accordingly, DTD represents the formal specifications of the data presented in XML 
format.
The Voice XML, Voice extensible Markup Language, is a standard XML-based 
markup language for distributed Web-based conversational applications. Voice XML 
allows building voice applications consistent with the XML standard. This aspect 
makes Voice XML popular as a future voice-application standard.
4
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The importance of XML as a standard format tha t has its structure defined 
in DTD, and the fact th a t Voice XML is a standard XML-based markup language 
tha t provides the ability to write voice applications to collect data corresponding 
to its XML structure motivated the idea of automatically generating Voice XML 
applications from XML-DTD specifications.
2.2 O bjectives
The ultim ate objective of this study is to automatically translate XML-DTD specifi­
cations to Voice XML application tha t corresponds to the original DTD. The DTD, 
subject of the study, presents specifications of a general domain-independent XML 
document. The goal is to construct a general mapping model for the translation based 
on the similarity between the structure of the XML document and the Voice XML 
application th a t corresponds to the document. Achieving tha t goal can be done by 
means of defining a set of rules to form a knowledge base tha t describes the mapping 
procedure. The inference rules will be the basis for writing a general algorithm to 
perform the automatic translation.
In order to automatically generate Voice XML applications along with the 
grammars needed to direct the voice input, the initial step is to extend the DTD to 
include information about the valid inputs for each element or attribute, as well as 
to apply constraints to ensure a feasible translation to meaningful Voice XML ap­
plication. The extended DTD is called G-DTD, for Grammar-DTD. G-DTD can be 
obtained from DTD by adding the required tags to specify the needed grammars, and 
enforcing the required constraints on the original DTD element tags. The extended 
version will be used to generate the viable Voice XML application together with the 
required grammars to direct the voice input.
This work can be considered as moving one step ahead to improve voice tech­
nology by providing an approach to generate voice applications automatically. This 
can also be considered a step forward in developing multi-modal applications tha t 
run on different sorts of devices and can be very important, particularly for mobile 
computing.
University of Windsor, 2006 5
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2.3 Thesis Statem ent
The thesis statem ent is:
It is feasible to  autom atically  translate form al data specifications to  user-friendly  
voice data-input applications th at correspond to  th e  structure o f  th e  data.
• The data  specifications are represented by G-DTD, the extended DTD th a t con­
tains the needed grammars and satisfies the required constraints.
• The generated voice applications are Voice XML applications tha t correspond 
to the original DTD specifications.
University of Windsor, 2006




3.1 Com prehensive survey
A comprehensive survey has been conducted about design rules and tools for con­
structing voice applications. The survey is given in appendix A. The survey covered 
the different aspects and issues of the topic. The points considered in the survey are: 
the need for voice applications, approaches to speech recognition, speech recognition 
technology, examples of existing voice application systems, design rules for building 
voice applications, tools to help construct voice applications, and the automatic gen­
eration of voice applications.
The survey presented what has been done in this area in academic research 
and discussed the technologies and tools invented in the industry. It also demon­
strated the importance of this topic and illustrated the accomplishments as well as 
what needs to be achieved in both the research and the industry in the mean time.
The survey included all of the papers published in this area, with the main 
papers being annotated, a cross-referencing graph for the main annotated papers, the 
forthcoming conferences, and the main researchers in the area, including emails sent 
to contact them and their replies, which contain helpful directions.
7
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The survey discussed the following issues:
3.1.1 T he need and th e  challenges for building voice applications
This section discussed the following points:
•  The need for voice applications for blind users.
• The need for voice applications to perform hands-free operations.
• Challenges for building voice applications.
3.1.2 O verview  o f approaches to  speech  recognition
This section discussed the following points:
•  Grammar-based speech recognition.
• Stochastic (N-Gram based).
• Comparison of grammar-based language models with statistical language models.
3 .1 .3  O verview  o f speech  technology
This section discussed the following speech technologies:
•  Core speech engine.
•  SRI tools.
•  Java Speech API.
•  IBM Via-Voice technology.
•  VRIO.
•  VoiceXML browser.
3.1 .4  E xam ples o f ex isting  voice application  system s
This section discussed the following voice application systems:
•  Telephony applications.
• Command and control systems.
•  Dictation systems.
University of Windsor, 2006 8
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•  Query systems.
•  E-Mail browsers.
•  World Wide Web browsing.
• D ata entry and management.
3.1.5 D esign  rules for build ing voice applications
This section discussed the following points:
•  General design issues and approaches.
•  Design of a ’good’ grammar.
• Design of a ’good’ N-Gram/probabilistic language model.
• How to obtain acceptable speech-recognition accuracy.
•  How to achieve robustness.
• How to design a user-friendly speech user interface.
3.1 .6  Tools to  help construct voice applications
This section discussed the following tools:
• Tools for creating grammars.
• Tools and algorithms to help build N-Grams/language models.
•  Languages for building speech applications.
• Prototyping for speech user interfaces.
3.1 .7  Fram eworks for build ing speech  applications
This section discussed the following topics:
• Early frameworks.
•  Frameworks developed by Sun Microsystems laboratories.
•  Object-Oriented frameworks.
• Frameworks developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology-MIT. 
University of Windsor, 2006 9
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• Frameworks for name recognition.
• Frameworks developed by the Centre for Speech Technology (CTT)-Sweden.
• Speech Web.
3.1 .8  A utom atic  generation  o f voice applications
This section discussed the following automatic generation approaches:
• From task descriptions.
• From existing graphical applications.
• From data  specifications.
3.2 Summary
In summary:
• A comprehensive survey has been conducted about design rules and tools for 
constructing voice applications.
• The survey covered the different aspects and issues of the topic.
• The survey identified no attem pts to generate Voice XML applications autom at­
ically.
The reason tha t nobody has attem pted to generate Voice XML applications autom at­
ically may be tha t the Voice XML language is relatively a new language. VoiceXML
1.0 was developed by the VoiceXML Forum and released in March, 2000. VoiceXML
2.0 was released by W3C in Fall, 2001. Voice XML is promising to become a standard 
language for developing voive applications. The ability to generate Voice XML appli­
cations automatically may cause a further increase in the popularity of this language.
University of Windsor, 2006
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C hapter 4
XML, DTD, and VXML
4.1 XML
XML, extensible Markup Language, is a straightforward, uncomplicated text format 
originally designed for electronic document publishing. XML has been playing a sig­
nificant role in data exchange on the World Wide Web. These reasons make XML a 
standard format representation of data presented as text documents. As a markup 
language, XML documents contain data  enclosed in tags. These tags identify the 
structure of the document and can be regarded as a schema for the data. In other 
words, XML formats the data through a set of tags. Each tag encloses a segment of 
the data. All of the tags with the data enclosed in them form an XML document.
The following is an example of an XML document tha t contains data  for uni­
versity courses. Each course can be identified by an id, a title, a number of credits, 
and a status or multiple sections, if it is offered.
The example specifies the elements and the attributes of the document:
•  courses is the root element, courses has multiple course elements.
•  course is a child element of the root element courses, course has one attribute, 
id, and four child elements, title , credit, status, and section.
•  id is an attribu te of the course element. This attribute presents the course id.
11
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<?xml version=”1.0” ?>
< courses >
<course id= ” 60100” >
< title>  Key concepts in computer science < /title>
<credit>  3 < /cred it>
<section num =”l ”>
<day> Monday < /d ay >
<tim e>  1 pm < /tim e>
<room > 21 < /room >
<instructor>  Dr Richard Frost < /instructor>
<examSlot> 2 < /exam Slot>
</section>
<section num =”2”>
<day> Wednesday < /d ay >
<tim e> 1 pm < /tim e>
<room > 22 < /room >
<instructor>  Dr Richard Frost < /instructor>
<examSlot> 2 < /exam Slot>
</section>
< /course >
<course id=” 60554” >
< title>  Advanced design and analysis of computer algorithms < /title>  
<credit>  3 < /cred it>
< status>  not offering < /s ta tu s>
</course>
< /courses >
Example 4.1: Sample XML document courses.xml
University of Windsor, 2006
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• t it le  is a child element of the course element. This element th a t presents a title 
of a course has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
• credit is a child element of the course element. This element th a t presents 
the number of credits the course is worth has no children, leaf element, and no 
attributes.
• sta tus is a child element of the course element. This element tha t presents the 
status of a course has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
•  section  is a child element of the course element. This element th a t presents a 
course section information has one attribute, num, and five child elements, day, 
tim e, room , instructor, and exam Slot.
• num  is an attribute of the section  element. This attribute presents the section 
number.
•  day is a child element of the section  element. This element th a t presents the 
day of a section has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
• tim e is a child element of the section  element. This element th a t presents the 
time of a section has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
•  room  is a child element of the section  element. This element th a t presents the 
room number of a section has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
• instructor is a child element of the section  element. This element th a t presents 
the instructor of a section has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
• exam Slot is a child element of the section  element. This element th a t presents 
the exam slot of a section has no children, leaf element, and no attributes.
Each XML document is accompanied with a file th a t defines its structure. 
This file is called Document Type Definition (DTD).
4.2 D T D
A DTD, Document Type Definition, is a straightforward description of an XML doc­
ument. An XML DTD consists of a set of tags th a t identify elements, attributes, and 
entities. Each XML document has a DTD. The DTD tags correspond to the XML
University of Windsor, 2006 13
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document’s tags, describing its structure by specifying all of the document’s elements 
and attributes.
The following is an example of the corresponding DTD of the XML document courses.xml 
given earlier.
1 <  lELEMENT courses (course* )>
2 <!ELEMENT course (title, credit, (status | section+))>
3 <  ELEM ENT title (#PCDATA)>
4 <  ELEM ENT credit (#PCDATA)>
5 < ELEM ENT status (#PCDATA)>
6 <!ELEMENT section (day, time, room, instructor, examSlot)>
7 < ELEM ENT day (#PCDATA)>
8 < (ELEMENT time (#PCDATA)>
9 < ELEM ENT room (#PCDATA)>
10 < (ELEMENT instructor (#PCDATA)>
11 < (ELEMENT examSlot (#PCDATA)>
12 <!ATTLIST course id CDATA #REQ U IRED >
13 <!ATTLIST section num CDATA #REQ U IRED >
Example 4.2: courses.xml corresponding DTD
From the example, it is clear th a t the DTD reflects the structure of the XML docu­
ment. From the document, the root element is courses. This element has multiple 
course elements. The first course has an id as an attribute, one t it le  tag, one credit 
tag, and two section  tags. Each section tag has num  as an attribute, one day tag, 
one tim e tag, one room  tag, one in structor tag, and one exam Slot tag. The sec­
ond course also has an id as an attribute, one tit le  tag, and one credit tag. However, 
it does not have any section tags. Instead, it has one sta tus tag.
The corresponding DTD specifies the structure of the XML document as follows:
• The first line specifies the tag of the root element courses tha t has multiple 
courses.
• The second line specifies the tag of the element course. From the XML doc­
ument, each course has a title and a credit. However, the first course has two
University of Windsor, 2006 14
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sections, while the second course has no sections. Instead, it has a status. The 
course element’s child expression reflects the structure of the course by specifying 
the course children in a way th a t corresponds to the XML document. The course 
element’s child expression consists of a title, a credit, and a status or multiple, 
one or more, sections.
•  The lines 3, 4, and 5, specify the tags of the elements, title , credit, and sta tus  
respectively. Each of which is a leaf element.
•  The line 6 specifies the tag of the element section. Each section has a day, a 
time, a room, an instructor, and an exam slot. These children are expressed in 
the section element’s child expression.
•  The lines 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 specify the tags of the elements, day, tim e, room , 
instructor, and exam Slot respectively. Each of which is a leaf element.
•  The lines 12 and 13 specify the attribu te tags. From the XML document, each 
course has an attribute id, and each section has an attribute num. Therefore, 
these two attributes are denoted as R E Q U IR E D .
4.3 VXM L
VXML, the Voice extensible Markup Language, is a standard XML-based markup 
language for distributed Web-based conversational applications. Voice XML allows 
building voice applications consistent with the XML standard. This aspect makes 
Voice XML popular as a future voice-application standard.
Voice XML applications consist of a set of blocks. Each block represents a di­
alog. There are two kinds of dialogs, forms and menus. A form defines an interaction 
tha t collects values for a set of fields defined within tha t form block. Each field must 
have a grammar tha t defines the valid inputs for tha t field. A form-level grammar can 
be defined to validate inputs for several fields. A menu provides options to the user 
and then transitions to another dialog based on the user’s choice. More information 
about the Voice XML language can be found in the Voice XML specifications [142].
As a simple example, let us consider a course tha t can have only a title and 
a credit. The following is a sample VXML application intended for collecting multi-
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pie course titles and credits. This application has one form tha t represents a course 
dialog. This form has three fields. The first two fields are for collecting title and 
credit information. The third field gives the user an option to run through the dialog 
several times. Each field has a grammar to validate its input. The first field t it le  
has a grammar tha t accepts key concepts, data  structure, or object oriented  
design  as a valid input. The second and third fields use the built-in grammars digits  
and boolean  respectively to validate their inputs.
<?xml version=” 1.0”?>
Cvxml version=” 1.0”>
<form id= ” course” >
<field nam e=” title” >
<gram m ar>
key concepts | data  structure | object oriented design 
< /gram m ar>
<prom pt>  Please enter title < /p rom pt>
</field>
<field nam e=”credit” type—’digits” >
<prom pt>  Please enter credit < /p rom pt>
</field>
<field nam e=” confirmcourse” type= ” boolean” >
<prom pt>  Would you like to  add another course? < /p rom pt>  
<  filled >
< if cond=”confirmcourse” >
<clear nam elist=”confirmcourse” />






Example 4.3: Sample VXML program coursesample.vxml
When running the application on a voice browser, the application coursesample.vxml 
may produce the following dialog based on the user’s response, where C stands for 
computer and U  stands for user:
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C: Please enter title
U: Key concepts
C: Please enter credit
U: 3
C: Would you like to  add another course?
U: Yes
C: Please enter title
U: D ata structure
C: Please enter credit
U: 3
C: Would you like to  add another course?
U: No
Example 4.4: Sample dialog produced by coursesample.vxml
From the previous example, it is clear th a t Voice XML language uses tags to construct 
dialogs. Moreover, Voice XML is a voice markup language th a t conforms to the XML 
notation.
University of Windsor, 2006
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C hapter 5
Translation of D TD s to Voice XML 
applications
5.1 Initial investigation
Hong Ying Dou [27] wrote a M aster’s thesis on the manual translation of XML appli­
cations to Voice XML applications. The author introduced rules to manually translate 
XML DTDs and XML schemas to Voice XML pages for data input and data access. 
The rules introduced in chapter 7 of Dou’s thesis for manual translation of DTDs 
to Voice XML data-input applications presented a simple mapping from DTDs to 
VXML documents. These rules were not complete. Moreover, Dou’s approach had 
the following shortcomings:
•  Did not consider the recursive nature of the DTDs.
•  Introduced rules for mapping elements’ child expressions presented as sequences 
of children, alternative children, and repeated children. However, it did not 
introduce rules for mapping complex expressions tha t may include combinations 
of sequences, alternatives, and repeated children. When facing such expressions, 
applying these rules may not work and can be ambiguous in many cases.
• Did not provide a complete algorithm to perform the manual translation.
•  Did not provide guidelines for feasible automatic translation.
18
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5.2 First attem pt at autom atic translation
As a fourth year project [60], the author of this thesis built a prototype to translate 











Figure 5.1: The translation system
The project covered the following issues:
• Tokenizing the DTD lines.
• Writing a grammar for the DTD to build the DTD parser.
•  Applying a post-fix notation conversion on each DTD line to translate it to a 
corresponding VXML block.
The procedure was based on translating the DTD line by line to generate the corre­
sponding Voice XML page.
5.2.1 D T D  parser
The major achievement of the project was designing a grammar to parse the DTD 
lines. The following is a summary of the grammar design process.
1. Tokenizing the DTD lines into three kinds of tokens:
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• Reserved Words: The reserved words are the key words used in the DTD. 
These words are: IE L E M E N T , IA T T L IST , !G R A M M A R , 1E N T IT Y , 
# P C D A T A , C D A TA , # IM P L IE D , and # R E Q U IR E D .
•  Special Symbols: The special symbols are symbols used in the DTD to 
specify the delimiters and the operations. These symbols are: <  > ( ) , | * 
+  % ?
•  Strings: The string tokens are the rest of the strings in the DTD tha t are nei­
ther reserved words nor special symbols. These strings present the element, 
the attribute, and the entity names.
2. Parsing the DTD using a non-left-recursive grammar developed for this pur­
pose. Surprisingly, at the time the fourth-year project was undertaken, no non­
left-recursive grammar defining the XML DTD notation appears to have been 
developed elsewhere.
The following is the non-left-recursive grammar developed to parse a DTD line.
line := <!linel>
linel := lin e ll | linel2 | linel3
line ll := ELEMENT string (elementlist) multiple
linel2 := ATTLIST string string attrlist flag
linel3 := ENTITY % string value
elementlist := elist | #PCDATA
elist := string multiple elisttail | (elist) multiple elisttail
elisttail := e | , elist | elist
attrlist := alist | CDATA
alist := string multiple alisttail | (alist) multiple alisttail
alisttail := e | , alist | | alist
value := string multiple valuetail | (value) multiple valuetail
valuetail := e | , value | | value
multiple := e | * | +
flag := e | #IM PLIED  | #  REQUIRED
Table 5.1: DTD grammar
More information about designing the grammar for the DTD recognizer and the 
grammar verification is included in Appendix B.
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5.2.2 P rob lem s identified in th e  first a ttem p t
Two main problems were identified in the first attem pt at translating XML DTDs to
Voice XML applications automatically.
• DTDs do not include any information about the valid values for the elements and 
the attributes. Therefore, recognition grammars in the Voice XML applications 
cannot be generated automatically from the DTDs.
•  In order to generate user-friendly Voice XML applications tha t correspond to 
the original DTDs, the DTD elements’ child expressions should not have any 
nested complex sub-expressions. If the elements’ child expressions contain such 
sub-expressions:
— New tags have to  be introduced to correspond to the nested complex sub­
expressions.
— The generated Voice XML application would be too complicated, which will 
compromise its user friendliness.
The problems identified in the first attem pt can be solved by:
• Introducing a new version of the DTD th a t contains the required information 
about the accepted values of the elements and the attributes. This information 
will allow the recognition grammars to be generated automatically from the 
extended DTDs.
• Applying constraints on the DTD elements’ child expressions to assure tha t these 
expressions do not have any nested complex sub-expressions. These constraints 
will allow a feasible translation from DTDs to meaningful user-friendly Voice 
XML applications without the need to introduce intermediate tags.
University of Windsor, 2006





Grammar DTD (G-DTD) is an extended version of DTD th a t has extra grammar 
tags to specify the valid values of the elements and the attributes of the DTD. G- 
DTD was developed by the author of this thesis. In G-DTD, the ENTITY tags are 
reserved to specify each gram m ar’s non-terminals. In other words, each gram m ar’s 
non-terminal has to have its own ENTITY tag.
Example 4.2 in chapter 4 presented a DTD tha t corresponds to the XML doc­
ument courses.xml. The DTD example describes a structure th a t contains elements 
and attributes for a course document without including any information about the 
acceptable input values for these elements and attributes. The term # P C D A T A  
indicates th a t an element, leaf element, requires a value, while the term CDATA  
indicates tha t an attribute requires a value. Neither term  provides any information 
about what values are acceptable.
The idea of G-DTD comes from the need to include grammars in the DTD 
to specify the valid values for each leaf element and attribute. The following points 
demonstrate the extensions in Grammar-DTD:
• In G-DTD, new grammar tags are introduced.
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• Each grammar tag presents a grammar starting symbol.
•  Each grammar can have as many non-terminals as needed.
• The grammars’ non-terminals are specified through the ENTITY tags.
•  Instead of #PCDATA or CDATA, each leaf element or attribute has a reference 
to one of the grammar starting-symbol tags.
• The valid values for a specific leaf element or attribute will be determined by 
the grammar to which th a t element or attribute refers.
•  Unlike DTDs, G-DTDs can be translated to Voice XML applications autom ati­
cally without the need to write the required recognition grammars manually. A 
G-DTD can use its grammar tags along with the ENTITY tags associated with 
them to generate these recognition grammars automatically.
By adding grammars to specify the values for each leaf element and attribute of a 
DTD, the G-DTD th a t corresponds to the DTD can be built.
For instance, the element tit le  tha t denotes a title of a course can accept values di­
rected by a grammar like the following:
courseTitle ::= undergrad | grad
undergrad ::= Key concepts in Computer Science | D ata structure | Object Oriented design
grad ::= Literature review and survey | Presentations and tools
Example 6.1: The grammar co u rseT itle
Where:
•  courseT itle presents the gram m ar’s starting symbol.
• undergrad is a non-terminal th a t presents the titles of the undergrad courses.
• grad is a non-terminal tha t presents the titles of the graduate courses.
The element credit presents the number of credits the course is worth. This element 
takes digits as valid values, digits is a built-in grammar in Voice XML language.
The following is the complete G-DTD tha t corresponds to the DTD in the example 
4.2.
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<!ELEMENT courses (course*)>
<!ELEMENT course (title, credit, (status | section+))>
<!ELEMENT title (# g l)>
<!ELEMENT credit (#g2)>
<!ELEMENT status (#g3)>
<!ELEMENT section (day, time, room, instructor, examSlot)>
<!ELEMENT day (# g 4 )>
<!ELEMENT time (#g5)>
<!ELEMENT room (# g 6 )>
<!ELEMENT instructor (# g 7 )>
<!ELEMENT examSlot (# g 8 )>
<!ATTLIST course id # g 9  #REQUIRED>
<!ATTLIST section num #glO  #REQUIRED>










<!ENTITY % courseTitle undergrad | grad>
<!ENTITY % undergrad Key concepts in Computer Science | Data structure | Object Oriented design>
<!ENTITY % grad Literature review and survey | Presentations and tools>
<!ENTITY % offer offering | not offering>
<!ENTITY % days Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday | Friday>
<!ENTITY % courselnstructor designation, name>
<!ENTITY % designation Dr | Mr | Ms>
<!ENTITY % name Richard Frost | Fadi Hanna>
Example 6.2: G-DTD th a t corresponds to the DTD in example 4.2
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6.2 Product-of-sum  convention
A Grammar-DTD, similar to a DTD, mainly consists of a set of elements. Each ele­
ment has its own ELEMENT tag. These ELEMENT tags determine the structure of 
the XML document the G-DTD presents. The other tags, ATTLIST, GRAMMAR, 
and ENTITY, basically provide additional information about the elements.
Each element is either a non-leaf element or a leaf element. The leaf element 
has no children, while the non-leaf element has a set of children presented via a child 
expression in the non-leaf element’s tag. Each child also has its own tag. If the child 
is a non-leaf element, it also has its own child expression. The one special element is 
the root element which is the parent, or the ancestor, of all the other elements. The 
root element has no parent.
Grammar-DTDs solved the first problem of translating DTDs to Voice XML 
applications discussed in chapter 5. However, similar to DTDs, G-DTDs may still 
contain elements tha t have nested complex sub-expressions in their child expressions.
In this thesis, we introduce a convention to describe the elements’ child ex­
pressions. This convention follows the product-of-sum form (POS). The ELEMENT 
tag can be described as follows:
<!ELEMENT Element-Name (child.expression)>
According to this POS convention, the element’s child expression can be described as 
follows:
child.expression ::= expressionl, expression2, expression3, ...
Where each expression can be one of the following:
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• A single child element.
•  A repeated child element, child element followed by or “+ ” .
• A complex expression between parenthesis tha t consists of single-child elements 
and/or repeated-child elements separated by
title, credit, ( status | sectiorw-)
Single child element > Single child element > Complex Expression
Single child element Repeated child element
Figure 6.1: Product-of-sum convention
Utilizing this convention enforces a set of constraints on the G-DTD. Keeping 
in mind tha t the G-DTD will be translated to a Voice XML document th a t consists 
mainly of form and menu blocks. Each block has to have a name or id to identify it 
and to be used as a reference to tha t block in the same fashion as methods or functions 
in programming languages. Knowing th a t each component of the child expression will 
be translated to a block in the Voice XML document, each component has to be a sin­
gle element or a repeated element, using the name of tha t element to be the id of the 
block. If the component is not a single element but a complex expression, either we 
have to introduce an identifier to present th a t expression, and tha t identifier will be a 
new element tha t will have its own tag, or simply to  disallow such expressions. On the 
other hand, to build a meaningful user-friendly Voice XML application, the elements 
represented by Voice XML blocks should be simple. Otherwise, the generated blocks 
will cause confusion during the execution preventing the user, who is speaking the in­
put data, from keeping up with the program. The POS convention ensures th a t each 
component tha t is going to be translated to a Voice XML block is a single or repeated 
single element and not a complex expression. Moreover, shaping each element’s child 
expression in a product-of-sum fashion makes the translation process easier as well as 
it can express any expression and does not put any limitations on the accepted child 
expressions. POS also eliminates any ambiguity th a t might be caused by the priority
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between and “|” by grouping all of the alternative elements, separated by in 
parenthesis and separating the alternative expressions enclosed in parenthesis by 
which will enforce the priority and leave no room for ambiguity.
Notice th a t the POS convention does not restrict the type of data  th a t can be 
collected. At the same time, POS improves the user-friendliness of the automatically- 
generated Voice XML application tha t corresponds to a G-DTD tha t complies with 
POS.
The POS presented in this thesis is not completely analogous to the logical 
product-of-sum. In other words, the user cannot convert the elements’ child expres­
sions of any DTD manually to POS expressions to generate a G-DTD. In this case, 
the generated G-DTD does not correspond to the original DTD. The G-DTD has a 
different structure than tha t of the original DTD. When using th a t G-DTD to auto­
matically generate a Voice XML application, the automatically-generated Voice XML 
application will correspond to the G-DTD and not to the original DTD.
For example, let us consider the following expression:
courses | (space, astronomy)
This expression does not comply with POS.
W hen converting this expression to a POS expression, the new expression will be:
(courses | space), (courses | astronomy)
Even though the two expressions are logically equivalent, the two expressions present 
different structures. If we have two similar DTDs, or G-DTDs, with only one dif­
ference. The first one contains an element tha t has the first expression as its child
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expression. The second one contains an element tha t has the second expression as 
its child expression. The Voice XML application tha t corresponds to  the first one is 
different from the Voice XML application tha t corresponds to the second one. The 
two applications will have different dialogs.
To simplify the translation process and allow translating one item at a time, 
each attribute should have its own ATTLIST tag. That changes the definition of 
the ATTLIST tag from a tag th a t contains all the attributes of one element to a 
tag reserved for one attribute. For simplicity, we assume tha t all the attributes do 
not have any attribute expression, just grammars to specify the allowed input values. 
The ENTITY tags are reserved to expand the grammars and specify each gram m ar’s 
non-terminals.
The following summarizes the constraints on the G-DTD:
1. All of the elements’ child expressions must follow the product-of-sum convention.
2. Each attribute must have its own ATTLIST tag.
3. All attributes should not have any attribute expressions; they just have references 
to grammars tha t specify the allowed input values.
4. ENTITY tags are reserved to  expand the grammars and specify the gramm ars’ 
non-terminals.
The last three constraints are required to simplify the translation process.
6.3 G -D TD  grammar
Based on the DTD recognition grammar described in table 5.1 in chapter 5, the gram­
mar tha t can be used to build a G-DTD parser is acquired. The G-DTD grammar has 
to consider the extra GRAMMAR tags th a t do not exist in the original DTD. In ad­
dition, the G-DTD grammar has to embed all of the above constraints on the G-DTD 
to ensure tha t the successfully recognized G-DTD fulfills all of the requirements for 
feasible translation to Voice XML documents. In other words, this grammar rejects 
any G-DTD line tha t violates any of the constraints even if it has the correct syntax.
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The G-DTD grammar recognizes each G-DTD line after tokenizing it to  the 
same tokens used in tokenizing the DTD, reserved words, special symbols, and strings.
The G-DTD grammar tha t imposes all of the preceding constraints will be as follows:
line : 
linel : 
line ll : 
line 12 : 
line 13 : 
line 14 :
=  e | <!linel>
=  line ll | linel2 | linel3 | linel4 
=  ELEMENT string (elementlist)
=  ATTLIST string string string flag 
=  ENTITY % string value 






:= elist | #PCDATA
:=  string multiple elisttail | (eORlist) elisttail 
:=  e | , elist
:= string multiple eORlisttail 
:= e | | eORlist
value
valuetail
:= string multiple valuetail 
:= e | , value | ] value
multiple
flag
:=  e | * |  +
:=  e | # IMPLIED | #REQUIRED
Table 6.1: G-DTD grammar
The following is an overview of the G-DTD grammar and its main non-terminals.
• line presents a G-DTD line enclosed between “< ” and “> ” .
• l in e l  specifies the four paths for ELEMENT, ATTLIST, ENTITY, and GRAM­
MAR lines.
•  l i n e l l  presents the ELEMENT tag. Element lines start with the reserved word 
ELEMENT, followed by a string tha t presents the element name, followed by 
the element’s child expression enclosed between parentheses.
• l in e l2  presents the ATTLIST tag. A ttribute lines start with the reserved word 
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ATTLIST, followed by a string th a t presents the element name tha t the attribute 
belongs to, followed by a string tha t presents the attribute name, followed by 
the attribu te’s grammar reference.
• lin e l3  presents the ENTITY tag. ENTITY lines start with the reserved word 
ENTITY, followed by the special symbol “%” , followed by a string th a t presents 
the entity name, the name of the non-terminal tha t the entity presents, followed 
by the entity’s expression, the non-terminal’s expression.
• lin e l4  presents the GRAMMAR tag. GRAMMAR lines start with the reserved 
word GRAMMAR, followed by a string tha t presents the grammar name, fol­
lowed by a string th a t presents the gram m ar’s starting symbol or a built-in 
grammar tha t Voice XML language acknowledges.
• e lem entlist presents the element’s child expression, elem entlist accepts ele­
ment expressions tha t follow the product-of-sum form. Otherwise, the whole line 
will be rejected.
•  elist and elistta il handle elements’ child expressions tha t follow the POS form.
• eO R list and eO R listta il handle alternative-child expressions enclosed between 
parenthesis.
•  value and valuetail present the entity’s non-terminal expression.
•  m ultip le indicates whether the prior item is repeated or not.
•  flag is used in the ATTLIST line to indicate whether the attribute is required 
or implied.
As an example, lets consider the line th a t presents the element course.
<!E L E M E N T  course (title , credit, (status | s e c tio n + ))>
The element’s child expression is:
title , credit, (sta tu s | sec tio n -f)
The figure 6.2 shows an example of parsing the G-DTD line of the course element.
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line ::=<! linell.
linell
ELEMENT string ( elementlist





( eORlist ) elisttail




Figure 6.2: Parsing the G-DTD line of course element
Notice th a t the element’s child expression follows the POS convention as shown 
in figure 6.1. The child expression consists of three expressions separated by The 
first expression is a single child element, title. The second expression is a single child 
element, credit. The third expression is a complex expression between parentheses 
th a t consists of a single child element, status, and a repeated child element, section-1-, 
separated by “|” .
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C hapter 7
Formal definitions of the 
translation inference rules
7.1 Overview
In order to have a clear understanding of G-DTDs and the possible mapping ap­
proaches from G-DTDs to Voice XML applications, a knowledge base of translation 
inference rules was constructed using first-order logic to:
•  Represent the relations in the G-DTD.
•  Represent the mapping relations between the G-DTD and the corresponding 
Voice XML Document.
The knowledge base consists of a set of translation inference rules which specify the 
function of the translation algorithm from Grammar-DTDs to Voice XML documents.
7.2 Definitions of the K B predicates
The following are definitions of the predicates used in the knowledge-base translation 
inference rules:
•  tag( x ): x has a tag presented as a line.
• element( x ): x is an element.
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• a ttribu te( x ): x is an attribute.
• entity( x ): x is an entity.
•  grammar( x ): x is a grammar.
•  non_terminal( x ): x is a non-terminal.
•  root( x ): x is the root element.
•  leaf( x ): x is a leaf element.
• simple_leaf( x ): x is a leaf element th a t has no attributes.
• non_simple_leaf( x ): x is a leaf element tha t has one or more attributes.
• non_leaf( x ): x is an element th a t has children.
• child( x, y ): x is a child of y.
•  parent ( x, y ) : x is a parent of y.
•  contains( x, y ): x item contains y item.
— Element items contain attribu te items.
•  refers ( x, y ): x item refers to y item.
— Element and attribute items refer to grammar items.
— Grammar items refer to entity items.
• repeated( x ): x item is repeated in its parent’s child expression.
• alternative( x ): x item is an alternative to other items in its parent’s child
expression.
• repeated_only( x ): x item is repeated without being an alternative to other 
items in its parent’s child expression.
• alternative_only( x ): x item is an alternative to other items without being 
repeated in its parent’s child expression.
•  repeated_alternative( x ): x item is repeated along with being an alternative to 
other items in its parent’s child expression.
• simple_child( x ): x item is neither repeated nor an alternative to other items in 
its paren t’s child expression.
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•  alternative_number( x ): A number th a t is common among x item and all of the 
other items tha t are alternatives to x.
— x is not an alternative when alternative_number( x ) =  0
• alternative_sibling( x, y ): x and y items are alternatives in their parent’s child 
expression.
•  form( x ): x will be translated to  a form block.
•  field( x, y ): x will be translated to a field block within the y block.
•  subdialog( x, y ): x form will be referred to  in y form as a sub-dialog.
•  menu_option( x, y ): x menu will be referred to in y form as a menu option.
•  repeated_form( x ): x will be translated to a form block tha t has a field, the last 
field, tha t gives the opportunity to repeat the whole form dialog.
•  repeated_field( x, y ): x will be translated to a field block within the y block 
followed by another field th a t gives the opportunity to repeat the first field.
•  alternative_field( X, y ): Generates a field within the y block tha t gives an option 
to choose one item from the items of the set X.
•  member( x, X ): The item x is a member of the set X. x £  X.
7.3 Inference rules that represent the relations of the G -D TD
The following inference rules define the relations between the items tha t construct 
a G-DTD. These rules provide a formal definition of the structure of the G-DTD, 
facilitating the translation of the G-DTD items to Voice XML dialogs.
Vx, e l em e n t (x ) V at tr ibute(x)  V g r a m m a r ( x ) V non- te rmina l (x )  => t a g ( x ) (7.1)
Vx, y, e l ement(x )  A e l e m e n t ( y ) A child(x,  y)  => p a r e n t ( y , x) (7.2)
3x, element(x)  A (->3y, e l e m e n t ( y ) A par en t(y ,  x))  => root(x)  (7.3)
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Vx, y, root(x)  A roo t (y ) => x =  y  (7.4)
Vx, elem ent (x )  A ->root(x)  => 3y, element(y)  A pa ren t (y ,  x ) (7.5)
Vx, e l e m e n t ( x ) A (->3y, el em ent (y )  A child(y,  x)) => l e a f ( x )  (7.6)
Vx, e lement (x )  A (3y, e l e m e n t ( y ) A ch i ld (y , x)) n o n d e a f  {x) (7.7)
Vx, l e a f ( x )  A (->3y, a t t r ib u te (y ) A contains(x ,  y))  =>■ s i m p l e d e a f  (x) (7.8)
Vx, l e a f ( x ) A (3y, at tr ibute (y )  A contains(x ,  y )) =>■ n o n s i m p l e d e a f  (x ) (7.9)
Vx, at tr ibute(x)  => 3y, e l e m e n t ( y ) A contains(y ,  x)  (7-10)
Vx, l e a f ( x )  V at tr ibute (x)  => 3y, g r a m m a r ( y ) A r e f e r s ( x , y) (7.11)
Vx, e n t i t y (x) => 3y, g r a m m a r (y) A r e f e r s ( y ,  x)  (7-12)
Vx, e lement (x )  A r ep ea ted ( x )  A -ial ter nat i ve (x )  => repeated-only(x)  (7.13)
Vx, e l e m e n t (x ) A a l t e r n a t i v e ( x ) A ->repeated(x)  =4> a l t er na t i ve .o n ly {x )  (7.14)
Vx, e lement (x )  A rep ea te d (x ) A al ter nat i ve (x )  => rep eatedM lte rna t i ve (x )  (7.15)
Vx, e l e m e n t (x) A ~>repeated(x) A ->alternat ive(x)  => s imple^child{x) (7.16)
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\ / x , e l e m e n t { x ) A al ter  nat iv e(x )  => a l t e r ing .number  (x) >  0 (7-17)
Vx, y , e lem ent {x)  A e l em e n t ( y ) A (3z ,  e l em en t (z )  A paren t (z ,  x)  A p a ren t ( z ,  y) )
Aal te r ing .num ber  (x) =  a l t e r ing .number  (y)
=> a l t e rn a t i ve .s ib l in g ( x ,y )  (7-18)
7.4 Translation inference rules
The following rules represent the translation process from the G-DTD items to the 
corresponding Voice XML dialogs.
Vx, y , p a r e n t ( y , x)  A n o n J e a f ( x )  A s imple .ch i ld(x )  =>
subdialog(x,  y)  A f o r m { x ) (7-19)
Vx, y , p a r e n t ( y ,  x)  A n o n - le a f  (x) A repeated .only  (x) =>
subdialog(x,  y)  A r e p e a te d . / o r m ( x )  (7.20)
\ / x , y , p a r e n t ( y , x ) A n o n . l e a f ( x )  A a l t e rn a t i ve .o n ly (x ) =>
a l t e r n a t i v e . f i e l d ( X , y) A m e m b e r ( x , V )  A f o r m ( x )  (7-21)
Vx, y ,p a r e n t (y ,  x)  A n o n d e a f  {x) A repeated .a l t er na t iv e(x)  =$- 
a l t e r n a t i v e . / i e l d ( X , y) A m e m b e r ( x , X )  A r e p e a te d . / o r m ( x )  (7.22)
Vx, y ,p a r en t ( y ,  x)  A n o n s i m p l e d e a f ( x )  A s imple .ch i ld(x )  =4>
subdialog(x,  y)  A f o r m ( x )  (7.23)
Vx, y ,p a r en t ( y ,  x)  A n o n . s i m p l e . l e a f  (x) A repeated.only(x)  =>
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subdialog(x,  y)  A r ep e a te d - f  orm (x )  (7.24)
Vx, y , p a r e n t ( y , x)  A n o n s i m p l e l e a f  (x) A a l t e r n a t i v e s n l y ( x )  =>■
a l t e r n a t i v e - f i e l d ( X ,  y)  A mem ber (x ,  X ) A f o r m ( x )  (7-25)
V x , y , p a r e n t ( y , x )  A non s i m p l e  l e a  f { x ) A r e p e a t e d s l t e r n a t i v e { x ) =>
a l t e r n a t i v e - f i e l d ( X ,  y)  A mem ber (x ,  X )  A r ep e a te d - f  o r m ( x ) (7.26)
V x , y , p a r e n t ( y , x ) A s i m p l e l e a f ( x )  A s i m p l e s h i l d ( x )
f i e ld (x ,  y)  (7.27)
Vx, y , p a r e n t ( y ,  x)  A s i m p l e l e a f ( x )  A repea ted -on ly(x ) =>
r e p e a t e d ^  i e ld (x , y)  (7.28)
V x , y , p a r e n t ( y , x )  A s i m p l e l e a f ( x ) A a l t e r n a t i v e s n l y { x )  =>
a l t e r n a t i v e - f i e l d ( X , y) A m e m b e r ( x , X )  A f i e ld (x ,  y)  (7.29)
V x , y , p a r e n t ( y , x ) A s i m p l e l e a f ( x )  A r e p e a t e d s l t e r n a t i v e ( x ) 
a l t e r n a t i v e - f i e l d (X ,  y)  A m em ber(x ,  X )  A repeated- f ie ld (x ,  y)  (7.30)
Vx, y, e lement (x )  A at tr ibu te(y )  A contains(x ,  y) f i e l d ( y , x) (7-31)
a l t e r n a t i v e - f i e l d ( X , y) => 3a, 6, y, f o r m ( y )  A member (a ,  X )  A member(b ,  X )  (7.32)
The state of an element can be determined by the tuple (children, condition), where: 
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• children provides information about the element’s children and attributes, chil­
dren can take one of the values, simple leaf, non-simple leaf, or non leaf.
• cond ition  provides information about the condition of the element in its parent’s 
child expression, condition  can take one of the values, simple child, repeated- 
only, alternative-only, or repeated-alternative.
Therefore, an element can be a simple leaf, a non-simple leaf, or a non-leaf. On the 
other hand, The element can be a simple child, a repeated-only child, an alternative- 
only child, or a repeated-alternative child. The above rules cover all the possible 
states which an element can have, all the possible combinations of (children, condi­
tion) tuples tha t form a state of an element. Notice tha t the root element has no 
parent. Therefore, the condition of the root element has no value.
Applying the above rules to  the G-DTD items assures a simple mapping to 
Voice XML dialogs. The translation process of G-DTD items to Voice XML dialogs 
can be summarized in a translation table. This table specifies how attributes and all 
types of elements will be translated to  corresponding Voice XML dialogs.
attribute sim p leJea f non_simple_leaf non_leaf
attribute field - - -




















Table 7.1: The translation table
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C hapter 8
Translation of G-DTDs to Voice 
XML applications
8.1 Overview
In this chapter, the translation algorithm from G-DTDs to Voice XML applications 
is introduced. The algorithm defines a complete translation system.
V oice X M L
T ranslatorSpecifications Structures







Figure 8.1: The complete translation system
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8.2 G -D TD  elem ent structures
The translation algorithm constructs a Voice XML document from a particular G- 
DTD by mapping all of the G-DTD items to Voice XML dialogs. The ELEMENT is 
the main G-DTD item. Element items define the structure of the G-DTD. All of the 
other items, attributes, entities, and grammars, are used to provide the needed infor­
mation for the elements. Therefore, a G-DTD can be presented as a set of element 
structures. Each element structure contains the element-related information obtained 
from the element tag as well as from the related element, attribute, grammar, and 
entity tags.
The element structure acquires the information from the element-related tags in the 
following manner:
•  The element tag contains the element’s child expression tha t provides the ele­
m ent’s children, the children’s states, as well as how the children are structured 
within their parent element. On the other hand, the element’s parent can be 
obtained from its parent element’s tag, excluding the root element.
• A ttribute tags provide the element’s attributes.
• Grammar and entity tags provide the complete grammars tha t determine the 
valid values of the leaf elements and the attributes.
• Structures tha t represent simple-leaf elements, mapped to  fields within their 
parents’ form dialogs, will not be translated directly to Voice XML dialogs. These 
structures are used to provide information about the elements they represent to 
be contained in their parents’ structures.
• All the element structures th a t are going to be translated directly to VXML 
dialogs will generate form  dialogs.
Each element structure contains all of the element-related information:
• The element’s parent; the root element has no parent.
• The element’s child expression, if any.
• The element’s children, if any.
• Information about each child element’s state, (children, condition), tha t shows: 
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-  W hether it is a leaf or not.
-  W hether it has attribute(s) or not.
-  W hether it is repeated in its parent’s child expression or not.
-  W hether it is an alternative in its parent’s child expression; with a flag to 
determine each group of alternative elements in tha t expression.
• The element’s attributes, if any.
• The element’s field items, the items tha t are going to be translated to field blocks 
within this element’s block, if any. Each field item has to include the following 
information:
-  The item ’s name.
-  The item ’s type, element or attribute.
-  The item ’s grammar.
• If the element is a leaf element th a t is going to be translated to a form block, 
non-simple leaf element. This element has to include its grammar because the 
element will not be included in its parent’s field items.
From the above information, the method of translating each element structure to  the 
corresponding Voice XML dialog can be precisely determined.
The G-DTD is converted to an array of element structures. Even though a 
G-DTD can be presented as a tree, using an array data structure instead of a tree to 
represent the element structures is easier to handle any G-DTD even if the G-DTD 
lines are not in any order, the children’s element lines or the attribu te lines can be 
put before their parents’ element lines, which is useful when modifying the G-DTD, 
adding more element or attribute lines, is needed. The new lines can be added to 
the end, or anywhere, without looking for their proper position in the original G- 
DTD. Notice tha t the translation system takes a G-DTD as a text-file input. Any 
modifications to the G-DTD file have to be done before the translation. In other 
words, there will not be any modifications to the G-DTD at run time. Therefore, 
using a dynamic data  structure to implement the element structures is not required.
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8.3 The translation algorithm
The translation algorithm of a G-DTD to  Voice XML document consists of the fol­
lowing steps:
1. Read the G-DTD as a text file.
2. Tokenize the G-DTD line by line to reserved words, special symbols, and strings.
3. Parse each line using the G-DTD grammar.
4. Convert the G-DTD to element structures.
5. Translate the element structures to  a Voice XML application.
The first four steps are straightforward, require programming skills and can be im­
plemented in many ways. The main im portant step is the fifth step, translating the 
element structures to a Voice XML document. This step is carried out based on the 
tree structure of the G-DTD.
The generated Voice XML document consists of:
1. The VXML-file header tags.
2. A welcoming form dialog.
3. A term inating form dialog.
4. VXML dialogs generated from the G-DTD.
5. The VXML closing tag.
The welcoming and the term inating forms are not obligatory. These forms are incor­
porated to make the generated VXML application more user friendly.
The translation algorithm uses G-DTD element structures to generate the 
corresponding VXML dialogs as well as to provide the necessary information to the 
welcoming and terminating forms. The welcoming and the terminating forms prompt 
the user at the beginning and the end of the program execution respectively, speak­
ing a welcoming message th a t gives an idea about the program, and a terminating 
message. This manner improves the user-friendliness of the program.
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The procedure th a t carries out the fifth step of the translating algorithm, translates 
the element structures to  a Voice XML document, is presented as follows:
1. Determine the G-DTD’s root element, has no parent, from the element struc­
tures.
2. Create a VXML file.
3. Write the VXML header tags.
4. Write the welcoming form dialog. In the welcoming form:
(a) The root element will be pointed out in the welcoming message by appending 
the string tha t holds the value of the root element to it.
(b) The welcoming form transitions to the form tha t has the root element’s 
name as its id.
(c) If the value of the root element in an empty string, the G-DTD does not 
have a root element which means tha t the G-DTD input file is an empty 
file, the welcoming form transitions to the terminating form.
5. Write the term inating form dialog.
6. Call the method startT ranslation, passing the root-element structure as an 
argument.
7. Write the closing VXML tag.
The method startT ranslation  translates the G-DTD element structures to the corre­
sponding Voice XML dialogs according to the translation rules described in chapter 7.
The method startT ranslation  performs as follows:
1. Translates the element-structure argument to the corresponding form dialog if it 
is not a simple-leaf-element structure. In case of receiving a simple-leaf-element 
structure as an argument, this method does nothing.
2. The method startT ranslation  handles the special case when the root element 
is a simple-leaf element by translating the root element to a form tha t contains 
a field to hold the root’s value.
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3. Translates all the element’s attributes to the corresponding fields within the 
element’s form dialog.
4. Groups all the element’s children tha t have the same non-zero altering number.
5. Translates each group of children tha t have the same non-zero altering number 
to an alternative field. The group of alternative children was presented by the 
set X in the predicate alternative_field.
6. Translates the non-alternative simple-leaf children:
• To fields if they are not repeated in the element’s child expression.
• To repeated fields if they are repeated in the element’s child expression.
7. Writes subdialog blocks for the children tha t are not simple leaves.
8. Translates the same element to a field within its form dialog if the element does 
not have any children.
9. Based on the element’s state in its parent’s child expression, the translating 
method:
•  Adds a field th a t gives the opportunity to repeat the whole form dialog or 
return if the element itself is repeated in its parent’s child expression.
•  Adds the returning statem ent to the form if the element itself is not repeated 
in its parent’s child expression.
• Transitions the form to the term inating form if the element is the root.
10. Loops through all the element’s children and calls itself, the method startTrans­
lation, recursively, passing one child element to be translated in each iteration.
11. The method startT ranslation  sets a special flag in each element structure it 
processes. Therefore, startT ranslation  never processes any element structure 
more than once.
Notice tha t the method startT ranslation  uses depth-first search algorithm to run 
through all the element structures, starting from the root element.
The translation algorithm treats the G-DTD and the element structures, con­
structed from the G-DTD, as a tree. In other words, the algorithm takes advantage
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of the tree representation of the G-DTD and the element structures. Therefore, the 
translation algorithm deals with tree search spaces.
8.4 P roof of the correctness of the translation algorithm
The proof of the correctness of the translation algorithm consists of two steps:
1. P ro o f o f partial correctness o f  th e  translation  algorithm : This step 
proves tha t the translation algorithm is correct; the translation algorithm trans­
lates any G-DTD to a Voice XML application tha t corresponds to th a t G-DTD 
correctly.
2. P ro o f o f term ination: This step proves tha t the translation algorithm term i­
nates.
The two steps prove the total correctness of the translation algorithm.
8.4.1 P ro o f o f  partial correctness o f  th e  translation  algorithm
The proof of partial correctness of the translation algorithm involves proving th a t the 
algorithm translates any G-DTD to a corresponding Voice XML application correctly. 
In other words, the proof verifies th a t the algorithm translates all of the G-DTD items 
to the corresponding Voice XML blocks, considering all the possible states a G-DTD 
element can have.
Case 1: Translating a G -D T D  th a t has no elem ents
That means the input file is an empty file. In case of an empty G-DTD:
1. The G-DTD file will be read.
2. The tokenizer will not be called.
3. The recognizer will not be called.
4. No element structures will be constructed.
5. The root element will be presented as an empty string.
6. A Voice XML file will be created.
7. The VXML header tags will be written.
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8. The welcoming and term inating forms will be written. The welcoming form 
will include a general welcoming message, and will transition to the term inating 
form.
9. The method startT ranslation  will be called with a null argument and does 
nothing.
10. The closing VXML tag will be written.
In case of a G-DTD tha t has no elements, a Voice XML application tha t has no 
dialogs, except the welcoming and the term inating forms, will be created. This Voice 
XML application corresponds to the input G-DTD.
C ase 2: Translating a G -D T D  th a t has elem ents
P ro o f by m athem atical induction  on the number of the G-DTD elements is 
chosen to  prove the partial correctness of the algorithm.
P ro o f by m athem atical induction:
T he base case:
Translating a G-DTD th a t has one element. T hat means this element is the root 
element as well as a leaf element, which has no children. The G-DTD must contain 
one element tag as well as a grammar tag to specify the element’s grammar. The 
G-DTD may also contain entity tags to specify the gramm ar’s non terminals, and 
attribute tags if the element has any attributes.
In this case:
1. The G-DTD file will be read.
2. The G-DTD lines will be tokenized.
3. The G-DTD lines will be recognized if they do not contain any syntax error and 
do not violate the G-DTD constraints.
4. One element structure will be constructed. This element structure presents the 
whole G-DTD file.
5. The root element will be determined.
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6. A Voice XML file will be created.
7. The VXML header tags will be written.
8. The welcoming and term inating forms will be written. The welcoming form will
transition to the form tha t has the root element’s name as its id.
9. s ta r tT ra n s la t io n  method will be called to translate the element structure to
the corresponding form:
s ta r tT ra n s la t io n  proceeds as follows:
• Translates the root element to a form tha t contains a field to present the 
root.
• Translates any attributes to fields within the element’s form.
• Transitions the form to the term inating form.
10. The closing VXML tag will be written.
In case of a G-DTD tha t has one element, a Voice XML application th a t has one 
form dialog, in addition to the welcoming and the terminating forms, will be created. 
The form contains one field to  present the element, as well as fields to present the 
element’s attributes if any. This Voice XML application corresponds to the input 
G-DTD.
H y p o th es is : Using the translation algorithm, any G-DTD tha t contains n elements 
can be translated to a corresponding Voice XML application correctly.
T h e  in d u c tio n  s tep : When adding one more element to the G-DTD tha t contains 
n elements, the new G-DTD can still be correctly translated to a corresponding Voice 
XML application using the translation algorithm.
P roo f:
When adding a new element to an existing G-DTD, the new element:
• Will be a leaf element.
•  Will have its own element tag.
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•  Must be added as a child of an existing element to be its parent. The parent 
element itself can be originally a leaf element or an element tha t has children, 
non-leaf element.
When adding one more element to the G-DTD, The translation algorithm executes 
exactly the same as it executes when translating the G-DTD before adding th a t ele­
ment. The only difference is in the method startT ranslation’s execution. For tha t 
reason, the proof will merely involve the method startT ranslation’s execution.
T he first case: Adding the new element as a child to an existing leaf element. The 
existing element will not be a leaf any more, but it becomes an element th a t has one 
child, the new element.
The method startT ranslation executes as follows:
1. Translates the added-element’s parent to a form dialog if it does not have a t­
tributes, originally it was a simple-leaf element translated to a field in its parent’s 
form. Notice tha t if the parent has attributes, non-simple leaf element, it would 
have been translated to a form before adding the new element as its child.
2. Translates the added element to a field in its parent’s form if it is not repeated, 
or to a repeated field if the new element is added as a repeated element.
As a result, the translation algorithm correctly translates the G-DTD after adding 
one more element as a child to an existing leaf element.
T he second case: Adding the new element as a child to an existing non-leaf ele­
ment. The new element will become one of the existing element’s children and will 
be added to its child expression.
There are three ways tha t the new element can be added to the child expression:
1. Added to the existing child expression at any place, separated by
2. Added as an alternative to an existing child tha t was not originally an alternative.
3. Added as an alternative to existing alternative children.
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•  In case of adding the element to the existing child expression a t any place sepa­
rated by : The method startT ranslation  translates the added element to a 
field or repeated field in the parent’s form based on whether the added element 
is not repeated or repeated respectively.
•  In case of adding the element as an alternative to an existing child th a t was 
not originally an alternative: The method startT ranslation  groups the two 
alternatives, writes an alternative field for the new group, and translates the 
added element to a field or repeated field in the parent’s form based on whether 
the added element is not repeated or repeated respectively.
• In case of adding the element as an alternative to existing alternative children: 
The method startT ranslation  adds the new element to the alternative chil­
dren’s group, including it in their alternative field, and translates the added 
element to a field or repeated field in the parent’s form based on whether the 
added element is not repeated or repeated respectively.
As a result, the translation algorithm correctly translates the G-DTD after adding 
one more element as a child to an existing non-leaf element. Consequently, if the 
algorithm translates a G-DTD th a t contains n elements to the corresponding Voice 
XML application correctly, it translates tha t G-DTD after adding one more element 
successfully to the corresponding Voice XML application.
Accordingly, based on mathematical induction, combining the base case, the 
hypothesis, and the induction step, the translation algorithm translates any G-DTD 
to a Voice XML application th a t corresponds to tha t G-DTD correctly.
8.4.2 P ro o f o f  term ination
We now complete the proof of correctness, to tal correctness, by proving th a t the 
algorithm terminates for all finite-sized input. The translation algorithm uses the 
method startT ranslation  which is a recursive method tha t translates the G-DTD 
element structures to the corresponding Voice XML dialogs. The following is the 
proof of termination of the recursive method startTranslation:
1. Define the measure function v  as the number of unprocessed G-DTD element 
structures, v  >  0.
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2. The G-DTD contains a finite number of element structures.
3. Each recursive call of the method startT ranslation decreases v by 1.
4. startT ranslation  is defined such th a t it terminates when v  becomes 0.
Because integers are a well-founded set, decreasing v  by 1 will eventually reduce v  to
0. Therefore, as v  <  oo, the recursive method startT ranslation term inates when 
the number of unprocessed element structures turns into 0, v =  0.
8.5 C om plexity analysis
Let us assume th a t the G-DTD consists of:
• n  lines.
•  e elements.
• a attributes.
• g grammars.
•  t  non terminals.
Where:
n = e + a + g + t
The algorithm’s time complexity is calculated by adding the time complexity of the 
five steps of the translation algorithm. Notice th a t the number of any element’s chil­
dren is less than the number of the G-DTD elements.
•  The first step’s time complexity is 0 (n ) .
• The second step’s time complexity is 0 (  the number of tokens in the G-DTD ). 
The number of tokens is equal to the number of reserved words +  the number 
of special symbols +  the number of strings.
The second step’s time complexity is 0 ( n 2).
• The third step’s time complexity is 0 ( n 2).
• The fourth step’s time complexity is 0 ( n 2).
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• The fifth step’s time complexity is equal to the time complexity of the method 
startTranslation.
• The time complexity of the method startT ranslation  is calculated as follows:
— The first step’s time complexity is 0 (1).
— The second step’s time complexity is 0 (1).
— The third step’s time complexity is 0 (n ).
— The fourth step’s time complexity is 0 (n ).
— The fifth step’s time complexity is 0 (n ).
— The sixth step’s time complexity is 0 (n ).
— The seventh step’s time complexity is 0 (n ).
— The eighth step’s time complexity is 0(1).
— The ninth step’s time complexity is 0(1).
— As a result, the time complexity of the method startT ranslation before 
the recursive call is 0 (n ) .
— The time complexity of the method startT ranslation  after the recursive 
call is 0 ( n 2).
From the preceding complexity analysis, the translation algorithm’s time complexity 
is 0 (n 2).
As a result, the translation algorithm translates a G-DTD to the corresponding Voice 
XML application in polynomial time based on the number of the G-DTD lines.
Notice tha t the translation algorithm uses “depth-first search” to:
• Traverse the G-DTD search tree in order to construct the grammars of all the 
leaf elements and the attributes.
• Traverse the element-structure search tree, in the method startT ranslation, in 
order to convert the element structures to the corresponding Voice XML dialogs.
Even though depth-first search has exponential time complexity based on the depth 
of the search tree, it has a linear time complexity based on the number of nodes in
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the search tree. In both the G-DTD search tree and the element-structure search 
tree, the number of nodes is less than  the number of G-DTD lines (n). Therefore, 
the time complexity of “depth-first search” in this case is 0 { n ) .  Knowing th a t the 
translation algorithm deals with all the G-DTD lines, the time complexity of the 
algorithm is at least 0 ( n ); the complexity analysis showed tha t the time complexity 
of the translation algorithm is 0 { n 2). Therefore, it is appropriate to  use “depth- 
first search” in the algorithm because it does not make the time complexity of the 
translation algorithm worse.
8.6 Analyzing the capability and the lim itations of the trans­
lator
The translator is capable of translating any G-DTD to the corresponding Voice XML 
application in polynomial time. There are no limitations on the number of lines, ele­
ments, attributes, and grammars in the G-DTD. In addition, there are no restrictions 
on the size of the grammars th a t direct the valid values of the leaf elements and the 
attributes as long as the Voice XML interpreter can cope with the generated Voice 
XML application.
The only two issues tha t can be considered as limitations are:
•  Grammars have to be designed and embedded in the G-DTD prior to the transla­
tion. All of the grammars’ terminals must also be included, except the terminals 
of the Voice XML built-in grammars. The translator generates Voice XML di­
alogs tha t correspond to the G-DTD items without having any control over the 
generated grammars. In other words, if the grammars are poorly designed and 
embedded in the G-DTD to direct the valid inputs, the translator generates 
the corresponding grammars in the Voice XML dialogs without being able to 
enhance the generated grammars.
• The G-DTD always has to comply with the constraints discussed in chapter 6. 
The G-DTD recognition grammar is designed to reject any G-DTD line tha t 
violates any of the stated constraints.
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8.7 Exam ples of generated Voice XML dialogs
This chapter provides examples to illustrate the automatically generated Voice XML 
dialogs. A complete example th a t demonstrates a generated Voice XML application 
th a t corresponds to the G-DTD in the example 6.2, given in chapter 6, is presented 
in Appendix C.
This section covers examples of:
•  Field dialogs.
•  Repeated field/form dialogs.
•  Alternative fields.
•  Subdialogs.
These examples show some of the dialog blocks tha t Voice XML language has. These 
blocks can be generated to correspond to a G-DTD items, reflecting the particular 
G-DTD structure.
8.7.1 F ield  dialogs
The field dialog is generated to  correspond to a leaf element or an attribute. The field 
prompts the user to input a value. This value is examined by a grammar embedded 
in the field. The field tag may contain several sub tags for different purposes such as 
help, event handling, and link to another dialog. The filled tag is executed when the 
user enters an accepted value to populate the field item variable.
Considering the G-DTD in example 6.2, the following example illustrates the 
field dialog generated to correspond to the id  attribute. This field has id as its name. 
After prompting the user to enter an id, the user’s input is examined by the grammar 
digits, which is a built-in grammar in Voice XML language. This field also has a 
help sub tag to give details about the field. If the entered value is accepted, the 
synthesizer speaks out the id value th a t has been recognized.
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<field nam e=”id” type= ” digits” >
<prom pt>  Please enter id < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter id < /p rom pt>
<help>
id is an attribute of the element course 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! Creprompt />  < /no inpu t>  
< filled >
<prom pt> You have entered <value expr=”id”/> .  < /p rom pt>  
</filled>
< /field >
Example 8.1: The field dialog tha t corresponds to  the id  attribute
8.7.2 R ep eated  fie ld /form  dialogs
The repeated field is an ordinary field followed by another field tha t gives the user 
the opportunity to repeat the first field. Repeated fields are generated to correspond 
to simple-leaf elements th a t are repeated in their parent elements’ child expressions.
The repeated form is an ordinary form th a t contains a field, the last field, tha t 
gives the user the opportunity to repeat the whole form dialog. Repeated forms are 
generated to correspond to non-simple leaf and non-leaf elements tha t are repeated 
in their parent elements’ child expressions.
8.7.3 A lternative fields
The alternative field is generated to represent alternative elements in their parent 
element’s child expression.
Considering the G-DTD in example 6.2, the following example illustrates the 
alternative field generated to correspond to the two elements, status and section, tha t 
are alternatives in the course element’s child expression.
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<field n a m e - ’choicel 1” >
<prom pt>  Please, choose one of the following: Cbreak /x e n u m e r a te  /> < /p ro m p t>  
<option dtm f=” l ” value=” status” > status < /option>
<option d tm f=”2” value=” section” > section < /option>
<filled>
<if cond=”choicel 1 = =  ’sta tus’” >
<assign nam e=”section” expr=”true” / >
<goto nextitem =” status”/>
< /if>
< if cond=” choicel 1 = =  ’section’” >
<assign nam e=”status” expr=”true” />




Example 8.2: The alternative field th a t corresponds to  the segment (sta tu s | sec tio n + )
8.7.4 Subdialogs
The subdialog is generated to represent the relation between an element and its non­
simple leaf or non-leaf child. The subdialog transitions the parent element’s form 
dialog to its child’s form dialog, and returns to the parent’s dialog after finishing the 
child’s dialog.
Considering the G-DTD in example 6.2, the following example illustrates the 
subdialog tha t transitions the courses form dialog to its child’s form dialog, course.
<subdialog nam e=”course” src= ”#course” > 
< prompt > Transfer to  course < / prompt > 
</subdialog>
Example 8.3: The subdialog th a t transitions the courses form dialog to  course form dialog
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8.7.5 A n  exam ple session  w ith  th e  generated  V X M L application  g iven  in  
A ppend ix  C
Appendix C presents an automatically generated VXML application tha t corresponds 
to the G-DTD given in the example 6.2.
Notice th a t the automatically generated VXML application merely presents 
the structure of the G-DTD. The generated VXML application can be customized 
to be compatible with the users’ environment. Some modifications to the VXML 
application are required to specify how the collected data is going to be processed. 
Code segments can be added to the generated VXML application to process the data 
collected via voice. The collected data can be saved in a file, can be an XML file as an 
instance of the original DTD, transferred to a server to be inserted into a database, 
or simply synthesized by the program for testing purposes.
The VXML application prompts the user for several purposes:
•  give welcoming messages.
• provide instructions.
• request an input from the user.
•  provide help.
The user enters data via voice when required. The program receives the user’s input, 
utilizing an event-handling mechanism to cope with any unaccepted input.
The following is an example session with the generated VXML application 
given in Appendix C:
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c Welcome to the courses voice information system
c To exit, say exit or quit. To start over, say start over
c Starting the courses dialog
c Transfer to course
c Starting the course dialog
c Please enter id
u 60100
c Please, choose one of the following: status, section
u section
c Transfer to  section
c Starting the section dialog
c Please enter num
u 1
c Please enter day
u Monday
c Please enter time
u one pm
c Please enter room
u
c Sorry, I do not understand! Please enter room
u hmmm
c Sorry, I didn’t  understand! Please enter room
u help
c The element is room. The element’s parent is section. 
The element’s children are: none
u 21
c Please enter instructor
u Dr. Richard Frost
c Please enter exam slot
u 1
c Would you like to  add another section?
u yes
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C: Starting the section dialog
C: Please enter num
U: 2
C: Please enter day
U: Wednesday
C: Please enter time
U: one pm
C: Please enter room
U: 21
C: Please enter instructor
U: Dr. Richard Frost
C: Please enter exam slot
U: 1
C: Would you like to  add another section?
U: no
C: Please enter title
U: Key concepts in Computer Science
C: Please enter credit
U: 3
C: Would you like to add another course?
U: yes
C: Starting the course dialog
C: Please enter id
U: 60510
C: Please, choose one of the following: status, section
U: status
C: Please enter status
U: not offering
C: Please enter title
U: Literature review and survey
C: Please enter credit
U: 3
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C: Would you like to  add another course?
U: yes
C: Starting the course dialog
C: Please enter id
U: 60520
C: Please, choose one of the following: status, section
U: status
C: Please enter status
U: not offering
C: Please enter title
U: Seminars and tools
C: Sorry, I didn’t  understand! Please enter title
U: Presentations and tools
C: Please enter credit
U: 3
C: Would you like to  add another course?
U: no
C: Thank you for using courses voice information system. Goodbye.
Example 8.4: An example session with the generated VXML application given in Appendix C
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This thesis has introduced a complete solution for automatic translation of formal 
data  specifications to voice data-input applications. The formal data specifications, 
which are the subject of the research, are XML DTDs. The voice data-input applica­
tions desired to be generated automatically from DTD specifications are Voice XML 
applications. A new specification notation called Grammar-DTD (G-DTD) was in­
troduced as an extended DTD tha t contains data specifications for XML documents 
as well as grammars to describe valid values of the DTD’s leaf elements and attributes.
The translation process consists of the following steps:
1. Extend the DTD specifications to G-DTD specifications by adding the required 
grammars and applying constraints on the G-DTD to ensure feasible translation 
to meaningful Voice XML document.
2. Construct a knowledge base of translation inference rules tha t describes the 
mapping procedure using first-order logic.
3. Write a polynomial algorithm to carry out the automatic translation based on 
the translation inference rules.
The translation process has been completed successfully:
1. An extended version of DTD specifications, Grammar DTD, has been intro­
duced. The Grammar DTD includes:
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•  Grammars to describe the valid values of the G-DTD’s leaf elements and 
attributes.
• Constraints to ensure feasible translation to meaningful Voice XML docu­
ments.
2. The knowledge base of translation inference rules has been constructed using 
first-order logic to represent:
• The relations in the G-DTD.
• The mapping relations between G-DTD and the corresponding Voice XML 
document.
3. The translating algorithm has been developed based on the inference rules.
•  The correctness of the algorithm has been proven using mathematical in­
duction.
•  The termination of the algorithm has been proven.
•  The time-complexity analysis proves tha t the algorithm translates any G- 
DTD to a corresponding Voice XML application in polynomial time.
As a result, the thesis statem ent “It is feasible to  autom atica lly  translate for­
mal data specifications to  user-friendly voice data-input applications th a t  
correspond to  th e  structure o f  th e  d ata .” is correct.
Based on the comprehensive survey conducted about design rules and tools for con­
structing voice applications:
•  There has been an increasing demand for voice applications recently.
•  Speech-recognition technology has remarkably improved in the last decade, show­
ing potential to be used in data-collection voice applications.
• No attem pts have been made to generate voice data-input applications autom at­
ically from formal data specifications.
This thesis facilitates the rapid creation of voice data-input applications to meet the 
increasing demand for such applications as well as to utilize speech-recognition tech­
nology for data  collection.
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A number of modifications to the translation process are proposed for further 
research. These modifications involve both the Grammar DTD, as an extended ver­
sion of the standard DTD, and the translation algorithm th a t generates Voice XML 
applications automatically.
The proposed changes involve:
•  Decreasing the number of constraints on the G-DTD as follows:
— Allowing the ATTLIST tag to include all the attributes of one element, as 
it is originally defined in the DTD.
— Allowing the attribute to  have an attribute expression if needed, not only a 
reference to a certain grammar.
— Using ENTITY tags to expand grammars’ non-terminals as well as any other 
term  tha t needs to be expanded.
• Adding semantic constraints to the G-DTD grammars.
• Improving the help events in the automatically-generated Voice XML applica­
tions. Help events can be generated by using the recognition grammars to provide 
prompts tha t direct the users’ input.
•  Enhancing the automatically-generated Voice XML applications by adding new 
system-generated features such as editing, modifying, and deleting the input 
data.
• Standardizing the Grammar-DTD along with the DTD as the formal data  spec­
ifications for XML documents.
•  Developing a translation system tha t takes several related G-DTDs to autom at­
ically generate a Voice XML application th a t consists of several VXML docu­
ments, each one corresponding to one G-DTD.
These initiatives introduce the G-DTD as a new standard of XML data-specifications, 
making it more expressive as well as closer to the original DTD standard.
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A p p en d ix  A
Survey of design rules and tools for 
constructing voice applications
A .l  A bstract
This report is the result of a comprehensive survey about design rules and tools for 
constructing voice applications. The survey covers the different aspects and issues of 
the topic. The points considered in this survey are: The need for voice applications, 
approaches to speech recognition, speech recognition technology, examples of existing 
voice application systems, design rules for building voice applications, tools to help 
construct voice applications, and the automatic generation of voice applications.
The survey presents what has been done in this area in academic research 
and discusses the technologies and tools invented in the industry to  demonstrate the 
importance of this topic and illustrate the accomplishments as well as what needs to 
be achieved in both the research and the industry in the mean time.
This document includes all of the papers published in this area, with the main 
papers being annotated, a cross-referencing graph for the main annotated papers, the 
forthcoming conferences, and the main researchers in the area, including emails sent 
to contact them and their replies which contain helpful directions.
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A. 2 Introduction
Voice technology is a new area in Computer Science started in the last twenty years. 
The importance of voice services comes from an increasing demand for this technology 
in recent times. Different strategies and techniques have been introduced in design­
ing voice applications, many voice systems have been built and demonstrated, and 
different technologies and tools have been used to facilitate the construction of voice 
applications.
One approach is to design the voice application automatically from data  speci­
fications. This approach guarantees the fast and accurate design of voice applications 
customized to the specifications and the purposes these applications will be used for.
In 1995, Ronald A. Cole [20] wrote a survey about the State of the Art in 
Human Language Technology. The survey covered the following topics:
1. Spoken Language Input.
2. W ritten Language Input.
3. Language Analysis and Understanding.
4. Language Generation.
5. Spoken O utput Technologies.
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Each topic is w ritten as a chapter in Cole’s survey.
Cole’s survey covered many aspects of the state of the art in human language 
technology up to 1995 which makes it useful as an introduction to this survey tha t 
covers the design aspects of the voice applications and technology.
Many books have been published about voice technology. One of the main 
technologies is Voice XML, a standard XML-based markup language for distributed 
Web-based conversational applications [86]. In 2002, McGraw-Hill Companies pub­
lished a book “VoiceXML 2.0 Developer’s Guide: Building Professional Voice-enabled 
Applications with JSP, ASP & Coldfusion” authored by Dreamtech Software India, 
Dreamtech Inc [28]. This book explains how to develop voice-based applications and 
how to integrate VoiceXML with other key technologies such as ASP, JSP, Cold­
Fusion, CCXML, and SALT. In 2004, Morgan Kaufmann published a book “Voice 
Interaction Design: Crafting the new conversational speech systems” authored by 
Randy Allen Harris [62]. This book provides a broad and deep understanding of 
speech as well as coverage of the current state of voice interfaces, and offers valuable 
insights for the voice-interface designer.
Current speech technology is limited and has many constraints, especially 
in case of using natural dialogs as the basis for speech-interface design [156]. On 
the other hand, there are predictions and estimations of the future investments in 
voice technology because of the increasing demand tha t verify the expectations of 
exponential growth of voice technology in the near future [3].
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A .3 The need and the challenges for building voice applica­
tions
The need for voice technology has been increasing and the usage of voice services is 
in a big demand. The necessity for speech user interfaces to substitute the graphical 
user interfaces for some applications and for some users is growing.
A .3.1 B lind  users
Using voice applications for the visually-challenged users is a very good solution to 
overcome the difficulty of using the computer by these users. A speech user interface 
for a particular software or a Web site application is necessary to help such users to 
use it much more easily.
In 1994, Nicole Yankelovich [154] mentioned Mercator, a system for blind 
users. In 1994, David B. Roe and Jay G. Wilpon wrote a book about voice applica­
tions for blind users titled “Voice Communication Between Humans and Machines”
[114]. The book mentioned tha t text-to-speech synthesis technology is suitable for 
large-scale applications, such as reading text aloud to blind users or reading electronic 
mail over the telephone.
The enhancement of voice technology leads to broader deployment of this 
technology, and tha t will help blind users with computers to benefit from the services 
they provide.
A .3.2 H ands-free operation
Voice technology will allow users to interact with the computer without having to 
access to a computer terminal. The users can access and use the computer using 
different devices like hand phones or cellulars. On the other hand, It provides a 
hands-free operation for users tha t can interact with the computer via voice while 
doing something else simultaneously.
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A .3.3 Challenges for building voice applications
There are lots of challenges and problems for designing and building voice applica­
tions tha t are pointed out in the research literature. A voice application needs to 
meet a certain level of recognition accuracy. On the other hand, a voice application 
has to be robust and does not crash. There are other problems in designing voice 
applications concerning the strategy used in the design, whether it is an N-gram or 
a grammar-based strategy. Some other problems appear in the process of the voice 
input like using the semantics in the post processing. Some problems involve the 
integration of the recognizer into the application. One im portant challenging issue in 
the design is to make the voice application user friendly.
In 1995, Nicole Yankelovich [159] addressed the speech user-interface design 
challenges and strategies for meeting those challenges. In 1999, James Glass discussed 
some of the design issues and challenges of spoken dialogue systems and technology 
[53]. Almost all the research papers published about building voice applications 
mention either general problems involved in building voice applications or specific 
problems th a t arise when building a particular voice application th a t is being demon­
strated in the paper.
Several text books have discussed the challenges for constructing voice ap­
plications. In 2001, Chetan Sharma and Jeff Kunins wrote a book titled “VoiceXML: 
Strategies and techniques for effective voice application development with VoiceXML 
2.0” [121]. This book discussed several issues about building voice applications and 
speech user interfaces. One of these issues is “Challenges and innovations of the fu­
ture” .
Despite the challenges, The majority of researchers indicate th a t voice-technology 
development is promising. For example: In 1999, L. J. Adams [2] stated tha t speech 
has potential for future incorporation into multi-modal interfaces. In 2001, Sanwar 
Ali in his survey [3] concluded tha t voice technology and v-commerce are expected 
to grow up exponentially in the near future.
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A .4 Overview of approaches to  speech recognition
A .4.1 G ram m ar-based speech  recognition
This subsection includes an overview of grammar-based speech recognition models - 
Definition, design problems and challenges, and advantages/disadvantages.
W hat is a speech-recognition  grammar?
Grammar-based speech recognition is based on a defined grammar to recognize a 
certain statem ent, word or phrase, and decide whether this statem ent belongs to the 
grammar or not. Moreover, grammars are used by speech recognizers to determine 
what the recognizer should listen for [135]. The defined grammar specifies a language 
tha t the speech recognizer can identify any sentence tha t belongs to  and consequently 
accept or reject. T hat means the grammar will direct the recognition engine and 
determine whether the statem ent can be recognized according to the grammar and 
therefore belongs to the language or not.
P roblem s in  designing and build ing gram m ars
Grammar design depends on the input language. The difficulty of designing a gram­
mar depends on how big the and complicated the input language is.
There are different kinds of grammars for different kinds of languages like 
context-free grammars (CFG), for context-free languages, and context-sensitive gram­
mars, for context-sensitive languages. Grammars can also be written in different no­
tations like Backus-Naur Form (BNF).
Sanjay P. Chitte [17] suggested using multiple grammars in the system to 
guide the recognizer to give more control to the user.
A dvantages and disadvantages o f  gram m ar-based speech recognition
From the literature, it has been determined th a t grammar-based speech recognitions 
are not expensive to built, relative to N-gram models, and have better performance 
for experienced users [79]. On the other hand, grammar-based speech recognitions
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are less robust than  N-gram based speech-recognition models especially for the out- 
of-coverage sentences [79].
A .4.2  S tochastic (N -G ram  based)
This section includes an overview of Stochastic/N-Gram based speech-recognition 
models - Definition, design problems and challenges, and advantages/disadvantages.
W hat is an N -G ram  language m odel?
This method is based on statistical information obtained from analyzing huge number 
of documents to calculate the probability of a sequence of words appearing in a 
document. In particular, the N-gram approach uses this statistical information to 
determine the probability of a particular word (w) occurring after (N-l) prior words in 
an utterance. For example: If the user says: “W hat do you want to” , then the 3-gram 
approach can be used to determine the probability of various words occurring after 
the words “want to” depending on the training data. Different words get different 
probabilities. For example: the word “eat” is likely to have a higher probability than 
the word “eel” in this example. The probabilities are then used together with the 
phoneme-recognition infunation (which is provided by the front end of the speech 
recognition) to determine the best “hypothesis” word. For example: If the front end 
provides infunation “ee or ea” “unknown” , then “eat” will be chosen because it has 
higher probability. The N-gram data is held in a huge table based on the training 
data  together with some additional entries. The following is an example of an N-gram 
data  table.
Training data and entries P robability
W hat would you like to  do? 0.3 From the training data.
W hat would you like to  eat? 0.2 From the training data.
W hat would you like to  wear? 0.1 From the training data.
W hat would you like to  eel? 0.0000001 Not from the training data. 
From the entries.
Table A .l: N-gram data table
Notice tha t combinations not in the training data are given very small non-
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zero probabilities. This ensures tha t even sequences never given in the training data 
can still be recognized if the phoneme analysis support is very strong. This makes 
the N-gram approach able to handle any combination of the words in the vocabulary, 
and this improves the “robustness” of the system.
P roblem s in designing and build ing N -G ram  m odels
The main problem in designing and building N-gram models is th a t constructing such 
models requires substantial training data  [89]. Collecting such massive amounts of 
data is difficult, time consuming, and expensive. On the other hand, the collected 
data  is domain-dependent so tha t choosing the appropriate data requires expertise in 
the particular domain.
A dvantages and disadvantages o f  stochastic  speech recognition
From the literature, it has been addressed tha t stochastic speech recognizers are more 
robust, relative to grammar-based models, and perform better in general [79]. On 
the other hand, stochastic speech recognitions require massive amount of data and, 
consequently, th a t makes it more expensive to built than the grammar-based models.
The N-gram strategy requires a huge number of documents to be analyzed to obtain 
statistical information to calculate the probability of a sequence of words appear­
ing in a document. Also the huge number of documents required for any specific 
topic to build the N-grams may cause a problem in case th a t the required number of 
documents is not available.
A .4.3  C om parison o f  gram m ar-based language m odels w ith  sta tistica l 
language m odels
In 2001, Sylvia Knight [79] presented a case study to compare grammar-based spoken 
language models with statistical language models. The experiments were based on 
a CFG system built on top of the Nuance Toolkit. The corpus obtained to develop 
the CFG system was used to train  the statistical language model and to direct the 
construction of a robust parser whose output format is compatible with the CFG sys­
tem ’s. As for recognition, the results showed tha t the CFG system has a lower Word 
Error Rate (WER) for the in-coverage sentences, however, it performs very poorly
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on the out-of-coverage sentences. As for understanding, the performance of the CFG 
system has better Semantic Error Rate (SER), however, for partial interpretation, the 
robust system can be more accurate. The authors concluded th a t the grammar-based 
systems perform better for experienced users while the robust systems perform better 
in general. They also proposed a hybrid system th a t can use both models in parallel 
with proper methods to  choose the best output.
This case study illustrates the advantages and the disadvantages of each model 
for every condition, such as the level of the users’ experience and the category of the 
input sentences, in-coverage or out-of-coverage. Mainly, this contribution gives a good 
idea to designers to choose the appropriate model, grammar-based, statistical, or a 
hybrid model, to build a system considering the conditions th a t will apply when using 
th a t system.
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A .5 Overview of speech technology
A .5.1 Core speech  engine
The core speech engine is a text-to-speech system tha t carries out computer speech 
synthesis. The first computer-based speech-synthesis systems were created in the late 
1950s and the first complete text-to-speech system was completed in 1968. Since 
then, there have been many advances in the technologies used to synthesize speech.
[149]. Several companies and institutions developed core speech engines like:
•  Lumen Vox core speech engine
• Conversay core speech engine
• VSE core speech engine
• Nuance core speech engine
A .5.2 SR I tools
The Stanford Research Institute (SRI International) has developed lots of tools and 
systems for many disciplines including voice applications. SRI Speech Technology 
and Research Laboratory (STAR) is a world leader in speech technology [129]. The 
following are the main projects tha t have been developed in the Speech Technology 
and Research Laboratory:
•  Research projects:
— Speech in Noisy Environments (SPINE)
— Prosody for Dialog Systems
— Large Vocabulary Conversational Speech Recognition
— Hidden Word-Level Events in Spontaneous Speech
— Information Extraction from Speech
— The SRI Communicator
— Speaker Recognition
— Mapping Meetings
— D ata Collection and Annotation
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•  Applications:
— EduSpeak -  Speech recognition technology for interactive language educa­
tion, reading development and corporate training
— DynaSpeak -  Speech recognition for mobile devices and embedded systems
— The SRI Language Modeling Toolkit (SRILM)
• Other Recent Projects:
— Neural Network/Hidden Markov Hybrid System
— Consistency Modeling
— Spoken Language Systems
— Disfluencies in Spontaneous Speech
— Noise/Channel Robustness
— Speech Machine Translation
— Voice-Interactive Language Instruction and Evaluation
— Voice Banking
— Securities Trading by Voice
— Spoken Language Middleware
A .5.3 Java Speech A P I
The Java Speech Application Programming Interface (API) was developed by Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. in collaboration with leading speech-technology companies. The 
Java Speech API allows the incorporation of speech technology into user interfaces 
for applets and applications based on Java technology.
In 1998, Sun Microsystems [136] wrote a programmer guide manual for Java 
Speech API (version 1.0). The author stated th a t the Java™  Speech API is a stan­
dard extension to the Java platform tha t enables Java applications and applets to use 
speech input and output. The guide provides an introduction to the Java Speech API.
In 2000, Jarkko Enden [34] wrote an overview of the Java Speech API. Java 
Speech API is the part of the Java Media APIs collection developed by Sun Microsys­
tems th a t provides the capability to implement multimedia applications by providing
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a standard interface and functionality for both speech recognition and speech synthe­
sis. The author pointed out some problems with the Java Speech API: The speech 
engine has to support the functionality implemented by the developers and Java 
Speech Markup Language (JSML) has not been widely adopted as the official speech 
markup language standard. The author also mentioned th a t only four applications 
are in the market without fully supporting the standard. Java Speech API, according 
to the author, is an attem pt to develop a standard tha t does not need to be modified 
with the increase of users. Developing such a standard is a good attem pt tha t may 
succeed in the near future.
A .5.4 IB M  V ia-V oice technology
Via-Voice technology, now available to consumers on the Windows, Macintosh and 
handheld computer platforms, was developed by IBM. This technology provides a 
multi-modal environment, freeing users from dependence on the mouse, keyboard 
and stylus for many applications.
In 2000, IBM Corporation [65] developed IBM WebSphere Voice Server Soft­
ware Developers Kit (SDK). The first edition was released in October, 2000. The 
toolkit supports Voice XML to develop Web-based voice applications. The document 
contains an overview of voice applications, Voice XML, and a manual and program­
mer’s guide for the SDK toolkit.
A .5.5  V R IO
VRIO (Virtual Reality Input/O utput) is a device-independent, transport-transparent 
framework tha t enables voice-based remote control of arbitrary devices. VRIO was 
developed by Johannes Kepler University Linz in Austria.
In 2001, Dieter Kranzlmuller [82] introduced VRIO appliance as an approach 
to use speech processing for arbitrary applications, presenting ways to control om­
nipresent computing systems.
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A .5.6 VoiceXML browser
VoiceXML browser is a voice browser tha t supports Voice XML applications. The 
architectural model of the VoiceXML browser consists of the following components:
[142]
•  Document server
•  Implementation platform
• VoiceXML interpreter
•  VoiceXML interpreter context
Several companies have developed VoiceXML browsers for commercial purposes, some 
of them can be downloaded for free.
In 2002, Brian Eberman [30] introduced OpenVXI as a portable open-source- 
based toolkit tha t can be deployed as a framework to  interpret VoiceXML. The second 
version of OpenVXI (OpenVXI 2.0) was released by Speech Works in September, 2001 
to cover VoiceXML 2.0 (released by W3C in Fall, 2001). This version was the major 
release update from OpenVXI 1.4 (released in April 2001). The authors claimed tha t 
the performance of the new version was improved significantly and the users were 
satisfied with the new release. The authors mentioned the problem of implementing 
record functionality and how large posts can slow down the Web server. They rec­
ommended tha t the VoiceXML specification should be extended to cope with these 
issues and provide mechanisms for higher performance. OpenVXI toolkit presents an 
example of incorporating a VoiceXML browser in a framework to help developing as 
well as utilizing VoiceXML applications more easily and efficiently.
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Voice Technology D ate D escription
Core speech engine 1950s Text-to-speech system th a t carries out computer 
speech synthesis
SRI tools 1950s Stanford Research Institute tools and systems for many 
disciplines including voice applications
Java Speech API late 1990s Java Speech Application Programming Interface
IBM Via^Voice technology late 1990s Voice technology provides a multi-modal environment
VRIO early 2000s Virtual Reality Input/O utput system
VoiceXML browser early 2000s Voice browser supports Voice XML applications
Table A.2: Summary of speech technology
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A .6 Exam ples of existing voice application system s
A .6.1 Telephony applications
Voice telephony applications provide im portant services to users. The main issue is 
to construct the speech user interface for voice telephony applications which allow 
the users to use natural language to specify their request instead of using the tradi­
tional touch-tone menu. There are lots of telephony voice applications for users to 
get information over the phone.
In 2000, the IEEE published an article about Computer Telephony Integration 
(CTI) [18]. The article introduced the components of CTI, illustrated the Integrated 
Office Telephony System (IOTS), and pointed out three application-programming 
interfaces:
•  Microsoft’s Telephony Applications Programming Interface (TAPI)
•  The Telephone Services Application Programming Interface (TSAPI)
• The Java Telephony Application Programming Interface (JTAPI)
Many institutions started using voice telephony applications such as Voice 
over IP (VoIP) Toll Bypass application for an International Bank, and other various 
telephony applications currently used in other banks and corporations.
In 2001, Intel/Dialogic [66] described a Channel Bank application built on 
the Application Design Center’s Voice Portal reference recipe, extending its network 
capabilities into the Signalling System 7 (SS7) realm. The author stated tha t the 
application proves the claim: W ith GlobalCall support of SS7 in Dialogic System 
Release 5.01, there was no reason tha t a Speech Recognition based application using 
Continuous Speech Processing (CSP) and GlobalCall should not work well, and with 
no modifications, under SS7.
A .6.2  C om m and and control system s
Command and control systems are mostly used by the military. These systems are 
designed to  command and control machines and devices like voice-controlled aircrafts.
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The command and control systems should be real-time systems. In other words, the 
recognition accuracy in these systems has to be very high in order to guarantee 
immediate respond to the voice command. The following table shows some examples 
of command and control systems:
System  N am e System  D escription In stitu tion
Joint Global Command and 
Control Systems (GCCS-J)
Command and control of joint and 
coalition forces
Department of Defense’s computerized 









Ness Technologies Inc. 
(NASDAQ: NSTC)




Ness Technologies Inc. 
(NASDAQ: NSTC)
CCS 2000 Command and 
Control System
Fully integrated industrial strength 
command and control platform
Command and Control 
Technologies Corporation
Table A.3: Examples of command and control systems
The following table shows some examples of corporations and institutions tha t 
develop command and control systems:
In stitu tion A ddress
BAE Systems Avionics Middlesex, England
Loral Corp New York, USA
Siemens AG Munich, Germany
Table A.4: Examples of command and control corporations
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A .6.3 D ictation system s
Dictation systems are used to convert voice input to text. These systems have been 
developed and used in many areas, especially education and medical fields, such as 
systems used by doctors for dictating notes on X-ray analysis. The following table 
shows some examples of dictation systems:
System  N am e System  D escription In stitu tion
Desktop Dictation Convenient and easy dictation from the desk Philips
Mobile Dictation Dictation on the move Philips
Quikscribe Digital Dictation and Transcription Software Quikscribe P ty Ltd
VoiceDoc Dictation 
System
Dictation directly to  a PC using a microphone, 
by downloading from a cassette recorder, 
or via a digital handheld recording device
Medword Medical 
Transcription
Table A.5: Examples of dictation systems
A .6.4 Query system s
Several companies have developed voice query systems to process voice-input queries. 
Adding voice technology to query systems provides a nice feature tha t is convenient 
and well-liked.
In 2000, Joakim Gustafson [59] described an experimental Swedish multi­
domain dialogue system tha t featured an animated talking agent called the August 
system. The authors cited previous systems, claiming tha t they were designed for spe­
cific tasks, types of experiments used to collect data, like Wizard-of-Oz experiments, 
and methods used for the development of spoken dialogue systems, like the system- 
in-the-loop method described by [39]. They also presented recommendations from 
the literature for designing such systems. The authors stated tha t the August system 
is designed for the public usage and the purpose of the system is to study the user’s 
behavior and adaptation when interacting with the system. They described empirical 
experiments done on the system and showed the results. The authors concluded tha t 
the August database can be used to develop advanced multi-domain systems for pub-
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lie users. The August system is capable of introducing constructive ideas on how to 
develop dialogue systems considering the user’s behavior and adaptation which can 
lead to more natural and user-friendly Spoken Dialogue Systems.
Wizard-of-Oz is a method for human-machine interaction in which humans 
interacting with a computer system believe tha t the other participant, the wizard, is 
a computer while, in fact, the other participants are humans, human wizards.
In 2001, the Voice Insight company [141] developed a Voice Query Language 
(VQL) th a t allows the user to query by means of his or her voice on any existing 
database application content.
A .6.5 E-M ail browsers
Lots of companies have been applying Web technology to enable users to  access ser­
vices from their telephone via a combination of speech and Dial Tone Multi Frequency 
(DTMF).
In 2000, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [151] developed Speech 
Interface Framework as a suite of markup specifications tha t covers voice dialogs, 
speech synthesis, speech recognition, telephony call control for voice browsers and 
other requirements for interactive voice response applications, including use by peo­
ple with hearing or speaking difficulties. One of the Speech Interface Framework 
applications is sending and receiving voice-mail and email messages.
Microsoft introduced “My Voice Email for Outlook” as an Outlook add-in 
which lets you record and send audio messages in Microsoft Outlook. It works with 
Outlook 2000, Outlook XP and Outlook 2003.
A .6.6 W orld W ide W eb brow sing
The deployment of voice interaction for browsing the World Wide Web has been 
growing to be a need for many clients as well as an essential feature for the future of 
Web browsing.
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In 1998, Josh Bers [10] described the development of a system prototype tha t 
combines pen and speech input through the Web. VoiceLog is a voice-enabled system 
connected to a Web server tha t allows the user to access vehicle diagrams and order 
parts on line. The authors claimed th a t VoiceLog is a novel approach. The system 
allows data input and access in mobile environments and has unique design features: 
Modular architecture, centralized server, simple interface, and Web-based architec­
ture tha t guarantees ubiquitous platform and simple maintenance. VoiceLog can run 
on UNIX, PCs and mobile pen-based devices. The authors stated th a t the next steps 
will be adding more features to the system, studying the centralized speech recog­
nition architecture with simultaneous users, and performing user studies to evaluate 
the system and compare it with the existing systems. The VoiceLog system has the 
assets of combining pen and speech input through the Web and allowing data  input 
and access in mobile environments. These assets make this system a forward step in 
the voice and multi-modal system development as well as the World Wide Web voice 
browsing.
In 1999, L. J. Adams [2] described the design of a voice system th a t will 
be used for empirical studies to determine how fitting it is to employ speech recogni­
tion in multimodal multimedia computing. The speech-enabled Web browser system 
is designed to browse the World Wide Web via voice. The experimental system is 
based on the IBM ViaVoice speech recognizer (Version 4.1). The system has been 
extensively tested by white-box, and black-box testing methods, and by empirical ex­
periments. Many technical problems took place because, as claimed by the authors, 
the World Wide Web has not yet evolved to handle speech interaction. According 
to the authors, the system had a 60% recognition accuracy. The authors stated tha t 
speech has potential for future incorporation into multi-modal interfaces. The speech- 
enabled Web browser system th a t enables browsing the World Wide Web via voice 
with such recognition accuracy is a satisfactory accomplishment th a t opens the door 
for spreading the Web-browsing voice technology.
A .6.7  D ata  entry and m anagem ent
Using voice as input for data  entry and management is becoming more popular in 
many applications. Various institutions and companies have been interested in de-
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veloping voice systems to allow data entry and management via voice.
In 2002, Robert Dale [23] provided a dialog specification for a voice banking 
application as a sample for teaching purposes in Macquarie University’s Language 
Technology Program. The voice banking application sample illustrated the research 
concern about this subject th a t will make it more convenient to deal with and manage 
data  through voice.
As an example of the industrial interest in developing voice-management sys­
tems, in 2002, Nuance Communications, Inc. [102] provided Voice-Enabled Workforce 
Management Systems for Bell Canada’s field technician workforce. By using speech 
as the interface to  their existing workforce management systems, Bell Canada will 
be able to reduce operational costs, improve efficiency, and offer enhanced customer 
service. The example shows the big industrial applications of data entry and man­
agement voice systems tha t can have an impact on the cost and efficiency.
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A .7 D esign rules for building voice applications
A .7.1 G eneral design  issues and approaches
Several researchers have been concerned about designing and building voice applica­
tions and frameworks. From reviewing the literature, many papers discussed general 
issues, challenges, and rules for designing voice applications and spoken-dialogue sys­
tems. These researchers have been trying to resolve the main problems of voice 
application construction as well as present solutions for such problems in terms of 
design rules and approaches tha t can help such construction.
In 1995, Catalina Danis [24] introduced an approach for designing automatic 
speech recognition systems (ASR) called technology-driven design. In this approach, 
according to the authors, the goal is to advance the technology by transforming the 
ASRs from laboratory technology into a human computer interaction (HCI), empha­
sizing the importance of involving the users in every aspect of the system design. 
The technology-driven approach possibly will move the human-computer interaction 
forward and improve the users’ satisfaction when interacting with systems th a t use 
this approach.
In 1996, Amir Mane [87] raised several issues tha t concern designing speech 
applications for discussion. These issues can be summarized as: The technologi­
cal constraints of the speech recognition system’s performance on the user interface, 
the design principles such as the auditory modality together with the temporal con­
straints, and the design methodology tha t provides usability and rapid prototyping 
such as “Wizard-of-Oz” techniques, voice labeling, and multi-lingual and interna­
tional design. These issues and principles are very im portant and may have a big 
impact on the speech application design.
In 1999, James Glass [53] discussed some of the design issues and challenges 
of spoken dialogue systems and technology. The author cited the previous work in 
this area and stated some of the design issues:
•  Studying human conversations.
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•  Modeling dialogue phenomena.
• Matching expectations with capabilities.
• Recovering from errors.
• Integrating multiple modalities.
•  Selecting implementation strategies.
The author cited the current spoken-language technologies and stated development 
issues like data collection, progress evaluation, and portability. The author concluded 
th a t there is a wide range of dialogue strategies, from controlled machine-directed di­
alogue to mixed-initiative dialogue. According to the author, spoken-language tech­
nology should be advanced to improve the interaction with users, and more efforts 
are required to generalize the knowledge obtained from one domain to other domains. 
The research is a significant paper since it discussed major issues, challenges, and 
strategies for designing spoken dialogue systems and technology, citing the the cur­
rent spoken language technologies and giving directions to advance these technologies 
in the future.
In 2000, Sharon Oviatt [104] summarized the rising approaches and the state- 
of-the-art of the robust speech and pen-based gestural architectures, including the 
semantic fusion approaches and the new hybrid symbolic/statistical approach. The 
authors stated tha t the main challenges in this area are the development of cognitive 
theories, natural-language processing, dialogue processing, and error-handling tech­
niques. In addition, further improvement in other component technology and the 
existing hardware, expertise in different areas, as well as toolkits to develop software 
are required. The authors declared th a t there is potential to build robust and adaptive 
multimodal systems th a t can handle media-independent representations and support 
multi-device multi-person use, claiming tha t the need for such systems is growing 
because of the flexibility and the adaptability th a t a ttract more users so th a t this 
topic will have a bigger impact in the future. The paper pointed out several impor­
tan t issues and challenges for building robust and adaptive multi-modal systems. In 
addition, it revealed the improvements required to achieve better systems.
In 2001, E. Noth [101] revised the spoken dialogue system research issues
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raised in a previous paper th a t holds the same title, addressed additional issues, and 
illustrated two dialogue systems. The revised issues are: W W W  database access, 
flexible and adaptive dialogue strategy, robustness towards out-of-vocabulary words, 
multilinguality, stochastic methods for semantic analysis, integrated recognition of 
words and boundaries, and user emotion. The additional issues are: Multimodality, 
and some various topics. The authors stated tha t the previous issues have not been 
solved. Furthermore, the automatic-learning methods are not robust when insuffi­
cient data are used in rapid prototyping and speech synthesis systems need to  be 
improved, mentioning the importance of Voice XML and the need for multimodality 
for the future. The study illustrated several revised design issues as well as new issues, 
pointing out those th a t have not been solved as open problems for further revision.
In 2002, Michael F. McTear [92] published a survey to study the underlying 
technology and the common issues of spoken-dialogue systems. The author mentioned 
tha t the beginning of spoken-dialogue systems goes back to the 1950s, however, the 
major progress occurred in the last decade. This survey covers the main components 
of the technology, as well as their integration, the methods used in the development 
(conversational agency, statistical techniques, probabilistic methods in conjunction 
with reinforcement learning algorithms, and Markov decision process (MDP)), differ­
ent system architectures, common design issues, and the major existing toolkits. The 
author discussed the integration of this technology with other modalities in addition 
to the development of the Web voice systems, mentioning Voice XML as a standard. 
The author pointed out the im portant issues to improve the development including 
issues tha t concern the commercial development th a t has, according to  the author, a 
big potential.
A .7.2 D esign  o f  a ’g o o d ’ gram m ar
In the grammar-based approach of designing voice applications, building the grammar 
is not an easy task; the grammar has to be unambiguous or else tha t will cause 
problems in recognition. The grammar is preferred to be one-look ahead to make the 
design of the recognizer easier. The input language should be sufficiently restricted 
to have a grammar with low “perplexity” . A grammar defines a set of expressions. 
The set of expressions can be represented by a set of trees. Each expression is a tree
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or a path within a tree.
(One expression represented as a tree)Hello there













Figure A .l: Example of an expression tree
The fan-out at a node is called the branching factor or the “perplexity” of the 
“node” . For example: In the figure A .l, the node “doing” has perplexity of 3. The 
lower the perplexity, the better is the speech recognition accuracy.
In 1997, R. Iyer [67] studied alternatives to  perplexity for predicting language 
model performance, including other global features as well as a new approach tha t 
predicts, with a high correlation (0.96), performance differences associated with lo­
calized changes in language models given a recognition system. The study intended 
to lead to the design of language models tha t improve the performance, given a recog­
nition system.
In 2000, Joshua Goodman [57] compared several techniques for reducing the 
size of language models, including count cutoffs, Weighted Difference pruning, Stolcke 
pruning, and clustering, providing the results. The comparison is useful for pointing 
out the affect of each technique on reducing the size of the language models that, as 
a result, affects the overall system performance.
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A “good” grammar is a grammar tha t precisely describes the input language 
and may include information about the semantics of the input words and phrases. 
The grammar should not be ambiguous, has no left recursion, and should be well de­
signed to improve the performance, the robustness, as well as the speech recognition 
accuracy of the system as much as possible.
In 1994, Esther Konig [80] provided a set of criteria and guidelines for gram­
mar design, which are illustrated by an implemented grammar fragment (for German) 
including semantic composition rules. This set of criteria and guidelines aimed to im­
prove the for grammar design to meet the requirements of the target system.
In 1997, Paul M artin [89] described a new technology for using small collec­
tions of example sentences to automatically restrict a speech recognition grammar to 
allow only the more plausible subset of the sentences it would otherwise admit, claim­
ing tha t this technology is original because it overpasses the gap between hand-built 
grammars, require no training data, and statistical approaches, require substantial 
training data. Reducing the gap between grammars and statistical approaches pro­
duces hybrid approaches th a t can be more appropriate for different systems in many 
situations.
In 2001, Eric Fosler-Lussier [38] focused on extending small amounts of language- 
model training data by integrating semantic classes tha t were created for a natural- 
language understanding module. The authors stated tha t by converting finite state 
parses of a training corpus into a probabilistic context-free grammar and subsequently 
generating artificial data  from the context-free grammar, perplexity and ASR word 
error can be significantly reduced for situations with little training data. The study 
is another effort to find an approach to improve the perplexity and the word error 
rate of the automatic speech recognizer.
In 2004, Yue Shi [122] wrote a M aster’s thesis to investigate a number of 
features involved in grammar design in natural-language speech-recognition technol­
ogy. Specifically, the use of semantics in grammar design to reduce perplexity. The 
thesis addressed an im portant problem and focussed on the significance of grammar
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design study for the future.
A .7.3 D esign  o f a ’g o o d ’ N -G ram /p rob ab ilistic  language m odel
A “good” N-Gram/probabilistic language model depends on the appropriate training 
data  collected for every domain and the methods tha t calculate the statistical infor­
mation about the probability of each sequence of words in the training data.
In 1993, David M. Goddeau [55] wrote a PhD thesis to develop a language 
model which can provide both local and long-distance language constraints and which 
can be efficiently integrated into lexical access search algorithms. In this thesis, the 
author presented a probabilistic language model, the PLR language model, which 
uses an LR parser to map sentence prefixes into equivalence classes. The dissertation 
described a probabilistic language model and demonstrated its distinctive character­
istics and effectiveness.
In 1994, Michael K. McCandless [91] described an algorithm tha t autom at­
ically constructs a structured probabilistic language model for speech recognition in 
the atis air-travel domain, starting from unlabeled training sentences. The algorithm 
was an effort to automatically construct a structured probabilistic language model 
for a specific domain.
In 1996, Stanley F. Chen [16] wrote a PhD thesis about building probabilistic 
models for natural language, investigating three problems involving the probabilistic 
modeling of language: Smoothing n-gram models, statistical grammar induction, and 
bilingual sentence alignment. The dissertation was an im portant challenge to build 
general probabilistic models for natural language.
In 1999, David Arthur Gethin Williams [150] wrote a PhD thesis about the 
derivation of several complimentary confidence measures from the acceptor hidden 
Markov model (HMM) based large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system, 
and their application to a variety of tasks pertaining to ASR in realistic environments.
In 2000, Michael Galler [51] wrote a PhD thesis to describe new acoustic-
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modeling techniques and search methods for robust speaker-independent continuous- 
speech recognition. The author proposed the following:
•  Randomized search techniques for allophone hidden Markov models (HMM).
•  A new approach for word hypothesization and pronounciation modeling.
• Algorithms for transforming a lattice of syllables into words and learning the 
phonotactics of syllables automatically in a statistical framework.
•  A multi-grammar method for generating alternative hypotheses with experimen­
tal evaluation in a telephone-based spelled word recognition system.
•  Draft for constructing time and memory-optimized speech decoders.
The dissertation includes a survey on speech recognition, empirical experiments and 
analysis of the recognition techniques to improve the precision of speech generated 
by alaryngeal speakers. The author claimed tha t no attem pt has been made to com­
bine features used in the HMM-based method with those used in the morphological 
filtering method. The dissertation also includes a comparison of the techniques and 
methods used in the experiments in terms of word error rate, robustness, and recog­
nition accuracy. The author stated tha t the future speech engine will be able to 
recognize all sorts of speech without the need of extra training or adaptation. The 
dissertation provided a survey on speech recognition and presented new acoustic mod­
eling techniques and search methods as an im portant step to improve the robustness 
of the speech recognition.
A .7.4 H ow  to  obtain  acceptable speech-recognition  accuracy
A voice application must have acceptable recognition accuracy. T hat means the voice 
application has to succeed in recognizing less-than-perfect clear voice input. Know­
ing tha t people have different ways of pronouncing words, different accents, as well 
as some people may use a voice program tha t accepts an input language different 
from their first language, the voice application has to maintain an acceptable level of 
recognition accuracy, otherwise using the voice application will not be feasible. Lots 
of studies have been conducted to determine acceptable speech-recognition accuracy 
and to improve the speech-recognition accuracy for different systems in diverse cir­
cumstances and environments.
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In 2001, Venkata Ram ana Rao Gadde [49] described the SRI’s recognition 
system as used in the 2001 DARPA Speech in Noisy Environments (SPINE) evalu­
ation. The SPINE task was developed by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) to 
test the state of the art of speech-recognition techniques in military-noise environ­
ments. The authors reported the results of the conducted experiments and claimed 
th a t a new segmenter, combining a 2-class HMM recognition stage with posterior- 
based word rejection, minimizes recognition degradion due to segmentation error to 
less than 1% absolute. Other techniques include the 2-stage adaptation for both fea­
tures and models and word posterior-based decoding, readaptation and combination 
of recognition systems using MFC, PLP, and LFC front ends. Furthermore, simi­
lar system architecture is just as effectual for other recognition tasks. The authors 
stated tha t the upcoming work is to automatically induce task-given structure for LM 
purposes, use of duration models, and prosodic information in general. The study 
covered the state-of-the-art of speech recognition techniques. The results provided 
a better idea for choosing appropriate technique, or combinations of techniques, for 
different tasks in different environments.
A .7.5 H ow to  achieve robustness
A voice application has to be robust. It has to deal with any input successfully with­
out failing or crashing. In other words, the application has to cope with any input 
including improper input without crashing, giving the user an opportunity to correct 
th a t input within the dialogue.
In 1992, Richard M. Stern [131] compared several different approaches to ro­
bust speech recognition. The authors reviewed CMU’s ongoing research, presented 
the results of the first evaluation of pre-processing in the context of the DARPA 
standard ATIS domain, described and compared the effectiveness of three comple­
mentary methods of signal processing, acoustical pre-processing, microphone array 
processing, and the use of physiologically-motivated models of peripheral signal pro­
cessing. The authors gave the results, claiming tha t the CDCN algorithm, applied 
to the ATIS task for the first time, provided the best recognition scores for speech 
collected using the unidirectional desktop PCC160 microphone. According to the au-
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thors, this algorithm and the Flanagan delay-and-sum microphone array can provide 
complementary benefits to speech recognition in reverberant environments, the Seneff 
auditory model improves recognition accuracy of the CMU speech system in rever­
berant as well as noisy environments, but preliminary efforts to combine the auditory 
model with the CDCN algorithm were uncertain. The comparison between several 
different approaches to robust speech recognition offered new thoughts about using 
these approaches for different systems to improve the speech-recognition robustness.
In 1999, Edward C. Kaiser [70] introduced a new approach for developing 
a robust semantic parser as a single predictive finite-state machine, motivated by the 
belief th a t such a finite-state parser can ultimately provide an efficient vehicle for 
tightly integrating higher-level linguistic knowledge into speech recognition.
In 2000, Sharon J. Goldwater [56] described robustness techniques used in 
the CommandTalk system at the recognition level, the parsing level, and the dialogue 
level, and how these were influenced by the lack of domain data.
A .7.6 H ow  to  design a user-friendly speech  user interface
Voice applications have to be user friendly. The speech user interface must meet the 
following requirements:
•  The system must be simple and easy to use.
•  The system must be able to handle any input from the user, including silly voice 
inputs.
•  The system must include instructions to teach the user how to use the application 
and prompts to lead the user to respond properly.
Designing user-friendly Speech User Interfaces (SUIs) has interested many re­
searchers who have been attem pting to improve the speech user interface design. One 
of the main goals is to allow users to interact with voice applications using natural 
language.
In 1996, Nicole Yankelovich [155] addressed the problem of how users know 
what to say when interacting with speech applications. Users may say things not sup­
ported by the application or may not know to say things supported by the application.
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After stating the design constraints of speech applications, the author pointed out the 
techniques for helping users to produce well-formed spoken input, involving the design 
of the prompts, providing examples. The prompt-design techniques for speech-only 
systems are: Explicit prompts, implicit prompts, incremental or expanded prompts, 
and using tapering or hints in the prompts. The techniques for multimodal systems 
are: A simple convention “say what you see” , using the display to  indicate what the 
users can say, and using speech output th a t corresponds to the user’s actions. The 
author claimed tha t although these techniques can be effective, there is no substitute 
for the user’s experience. Nevertheless, both the design techniques and the user’s 
experience, according to the author, do not guarantee a successful speech interface. 
O ther design issues play an equally-important role. The research is one of the key re­
searches in designing speech user interfaces. The paper addressed the main problem, 
how users know what to say, which is still an open problem. In addition, this paper 
introduced techniques for design prompts and for user input in multimodal systems 
as well.
In 1996, Brian Hansen [61] introduced a method to design spoken-dialogue 
system prompts. This method is based on identifying a set of heuristics, a dimen­
sional space of system prompts th a t contains 14 dimensions, and styles of prompts 
represented by points or regions in th a t space. The authors conducted empirical ex­
periments using a behavioral coding scheme to test the different prompt styles and 
report the results. They also developed a toolkit tha t automates the generation of 
prompts in different styles. The authors stated tha t developing and integrating more 
dimensions with different heuristics to generate different styles of prompts is an open 
topic for further research. The paper presented a novel approach for spoken dialogue 
system prompt design tha t introduced an open topic for further research.
In 1997, Nicole Yankelovich [156] illustrated the design of experimental ap­
plications tha t improve the conversational interaction, given the constraints of cur­
rent speech technologies. The author started each project with a pre-design study 
to capture human-human interactions in the domain of the target application and 
to collect data tha t can be used as the basis for the speech interface design. The 
author stated the usefulness of these studies, and mentioned the design principles 
learned from applying these studies to  design four software applications, speech-only
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and multimodal. The following is a summary of these principles:
• Graphical user interfaces should not be translated directly into speech user in­
terfaces.
• An effective speech interface should be designed from scratch.
•  Maintain conversational context.
•  The system should exhibit cooperative behavior, like providing feedback.
•  Avoid starting human-computer conversations with open-ended questions.
•  Permit users to provide compound answers to yes/no questions.
•  Consider simultaneously recording and recognizing users’ speech.
• Provide feedback in a way th a t moves the conversation forward.
• Keep track of as much system state as possible.
• Prom pts th a t are repeated during a single session should be tapered.
• Some conversations are best handled by humans.
• Combine a t least minimal speech output with the graphical output.
•  Allow users to correct themselves as well as correct the system behavior.
•  When offering verbal help, be as concise as possible.
•  Allow the user to formulate partial requests.
The author concluded tha t natural dialogs can help developing speech user interfaces. 
Furthermore, they can point out some situations tha t should be handled by humans 
instead of the computer. These studies, according to the author, are not substitutes 
for usability testing, however they lead to an initial design th a t more closely matches 
natural human-interaction patterns. The pre-design study and the design principles 
introduced in this research can be considered the major guidelines for designing user- 
satisfactory speech user interfaces.
In 1998, Nicole Yankelovich [158] wrote a tutorial on techniques for designing 
speech interfaces. The authors stated tha t designing speech applications is substan­
tially different from designing graphical applications, mentioning the main design 
issues:
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•  Understanding the conversational styles of the human beings.
•  Taking the characteristics of speech input and output into consideration, prop­
erly using “discourse cues” and designing prompts to make the feedback sufficient 
but not verbose.
• Implementing an error detection and correction mechanism.
• Involving users in the design process, conducting pre-design studies, wizard-of-oz 
studies, and usability testing, different from graphical applications’, to uncover 
the usability problems.
This tutorial summarized the main design principles of speech user interfaces tha t 
have to be considered by every designer to construct a useful spoken dialogue system.
In 1999, Teresa Zollo [161] described a study tha t investigated how humans 
deal with communication problems caused by speech-recognition errors. The author 
addressed the challenge to develop strategies to overpass the gap between the formal 
models, which are computationally infeasible, and the specific models for limited do­
mains, investigating whether human-like repair initiation strategies are appropriate 
for spoken-language systems. The author conducted an empirical study using the 
“Wizard of Oz” paradigm for data  collection. The results of the experiments are 
based on the feedback, from the wizards, required to improve the robustness of the 
system, positive and negative feedback to repair the recognition errors. The author 
claimed tha t the observations about the use of feedback are consistent with the psy­
chological models involving grounding. The next step, according to the author, is 
to develop, test, and evaluate a conversational agent capable of employing the same 
type of feedback and repair strategies, and dealing with the misrecognition errors 
similar to the human wizards. The study focused on handling misrecognition errors 
based on how humans deal with communication problems. The investigation is very 
im portant for developing speech user interfaces th a t are capable of recovering such er­
rors using ways similar to the humans’ which make these systems more natural to use.
In 2001, Ronald Rosenfeld [115] presented some contemplations about the 
future of speech-based interaction, endeavoring to introduce the idea of universal 
speech interfaces. The research initiated the idea of universal speech interfaces th a t
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intends to unify the human-machine interaction style.
In 2001, Stefanie Shriver [124] introduced the Universal Speech Interface (USI) 
as an approach to unified design for human-machine voice interaction. The authors 
discussed natural-language and machine-driven interfaces, introducing USI as an al­
ternative and transparent approach. The authors stated th a t the core features of 
the USI are a small set of keywords and a standard structure for input and output, 
phrases and audio signals, th a t requires the users to learn a specific interaction style, 
can be taught very quickly, providing an example for illustration. The authors con­
ducted experiments to validate USI and compare it with a natural-language interface, 
mentioning tha t the majority of the users preferred the USI interface. The authors 
stated tha t the upcoming work is to do more testing and perform more comprehensive 
user studies, focusing on the design aspects. The idea of universal speech interface 
can be considered as an introduction to a worldwide convention tha t will standard­
ize the design of speech user interfaces and, consequently, make the human-machine 
interaction less problematic.
In 2002, Stefanie Shriver [123] described an internet survey conducted to facil­
itate the selection of keywords for a universal speech interface. The universal speech 
interface (USI) is an attem pt to create a mini language as a standard for human- 
computer interaction. The main design rule, according to the authors, is th a t the 
interface should be more restricted than the natural language interfaces and less re­
stricted than  the application-specific command-and-control interfaces, mentioning the 
advantages of such standard interface. The goal of the survey is to get a feed-back 
on the keywords currently used in the interface to conduct larger-scale intensive user 
studies. The authors mentioned th a t they were influenced by previous studies, claim­
ing th a t the current study is more complete. The authors stated the results of the 
survey, planning to implement them  in the large-scale user studies to  validate the USI 
and to compare it with the other speech interfaces. The paper carried on the idea 
of universal speech interface, attem pting to resolve the keywords th a t will be used in 
the standard speech interface tha t is more convenient for the users.
The appropriate design of the user speech interfaces is one of the most im­
portant aspects of speech applications th a t has to be paid special attention. The
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more natural the speech interface is, the more successful human-machine interaction 
will be.
The following table summarizes the research on designing user-friendly speech 
user interfaces. It includes the major researchers in the area along with the main 
points and accomplishments they published.
Nicole Yankelovich 1996 Design issues and principles
Brian Hansen 1996 Prompt design method based on heuristics
Teresa Zollo 1999 Speech recognition error recovery
Ronald Rosenfeld 
Stefanie Shriver
2001 Universal Speech Interface
Table A.6: Summary of the research on designing user-friendly speech user interfaces
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A .8 Tools to help construct voice applications
A .8.1 Tools for creating gram m ars
Several tools have been developed for creating grammars to direct the speech recog­
nizers. These tools can be used to help in the construction of grammars in various 
formats according to the application and its grammar format.
In 1998, Sun Microsystems [135] wrote a manual for Java Speech Grammar 
Format Specification (version 1.0). The author stated tha t the Java Speech Gram­
mar Format is a platform-independent, vendor-independent textual representation of 
grammars for use in speech recognition. Grammars are used by speech recognizers 
to determine what the recognizer should listen for, and so describe the utterances a 
user may say. According to the author, JSGF adopts the style and conventions of the 
Java programming language in addition to use of traditional grammar notations.
In 2000, Ann Copestake [21] described the LinGO (Linguistic Grammars On­
line) project’s English Resource Grammar (ERG) and the LKB grammar-development 
environment which are freely available language resources. The LKB is a general- 
purpose system th a t processes the ERG and other grammars w ritten in a typed- 
feature structure formalism. The ERG is a broad-coverage grammar of English in the 
Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) framework. The authors stated 
some properties th a t make LinGO resources unique among many other systems men­
tioned in the paper. The authors discussed the issues related to  the collaborative 
development of grammars and stated the areas tha t the upcoming research will be 
focusing on. The LinGO project provides an English resource grammar as well as 
an environment to develop th a t grammar and other grammars in certain formalism. 
This system has unique features th a t make it distinctive and imperative for grammar 
development.
In 2001, Mehryar Mohri [98] described algorithmic and software-design princi­
ples of a general grammar library designed for use in spoken-dialogue systems, speech 
synthesis, and other speech-processing applications. According to the author, the
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library is a set of general-purpose software tools for constructing and modifying 
weighted finite-state acceptors and transducers representing grammars. This gen­
eral grammar library can be supportive for developing grammars for general-purpose 
voice applications.
In 2002, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [152] wrote a manual for 
Speech Recognition Grammar Specification (version 1.0). This document defines the 
syntax for representing grammars for use in speech recognition so tha t developers can 
specify the words and patterns of words to be listened for by a speech recognizer. 
The author stated tha t the syntax of the grammar format is presented in two forms, 
an Augmented BNF Form and an XML Form. The specification makes the two rep­
resentations mappable to allow automatic transformations between the two forms.
In 2004, Cyril Allauzen [4] presented a general weighted grammar software 
library (GRM) tha t can be used in a variety of applications in text, speech, and 
biosequence processing, describing several algorithms and utilities of this library and 
pointing out in each case their application to several text and speech processing tasks. 
This general grammar library help creating weighted grammars tha t can be used in 
a variety of applications.
Sun Microsystems 1998 Java Speech Grammar Format
Ann Copestake 2000 LinGO (Linguistic Grammars Online)
Mehryar Mohri 2001 General grammar library
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 2002 Speech Recognition Grammar
Cyril Allauzen 2004 General weighted grammar software library (GRM)
Table A.7: Summary of the tools for creating grammars
A .8.2 Tools and algorithm s to  help build N -G ram s/lan gu age m odels
Number of tools and algorithms have been developed to help building and exper­
imenting with N-Grams/language models. These tools consist of libraries, scripts, 
and executable programs tha t implement algorithms to support the construction of
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statistical language models.
In 2002, Andreas Stolcke [133] introduced the SRILM toolkit as a collection of 
C + +  libraries, executable programs, and helper scripts, freely available for noncom­
mercial purposes, designed to allow both production of and experimentation with 
statistical language models for speech recognition and other applications. SRILM 
toolkit is a constructive tool th a t helps producing and experimenting with statistical 
language models.
A .8 .3 Languages for build ing speech  applications
Many languages have been developed for building speech applications. These lan­
guages allow the programmers to write voice programs, scripts, and pages, as well as 
provide the capability to link them together to construct complete voice applications.
Voice XML
Voice XML (Voice extensible Markup Language) is a standard XML-based markup 
language for distributed Web-based conversational applications first described by 
Bruce Lucas in [86]. VoiceXML generates pages and scripts tha t can be linked to­
gether and integrated to create voice applications tha t can be executed on a voice 
browser.
In 2000, the VoiceXML Forum [142] wrote a manual for the Voice ex ten ­
sible Markup Language. The author stated th a t VoiceXML 1.0 was designed for 
speech-based telephony applications. This document encloses the Voice XML 1.0 
Specification.
In 2000, Bruce Lucas [86] introduced Voice XML as a standard XML-based 
markup language for distributed Web-based conversational applications. VoiceXML 
1.0 was developed by the VoiceXML Forum and released in March 2000. It was 
adopted by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) as the medium for developing a 
W3C dialogue markup language. The author illustrated Voice XML as complemen­
tary  to HTML in terms of using the human voice and speech user interfaces instead 
of the traditional inpu t/ou tpu t devices and GUIs pointing out their differences due
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to the differences between visual and voice interactions. The paper demonstrated 
VoiceXML as a speech user interface for voice browsing and how it corresponds to 
HTML in case of using voice as the method of interacting with the computer.
In 2001, Sanwar Ali [3] published a survey about Voice XML for business 
applications. The survey pointed out the importance and the potential of using 
voice technologies and speech recognition in the business communication. The design 
and standardization process of VoiceXML has developed out of the Speech Synthe­
sis Markup Requirements for Voice Markup Languages published in December 23, 
1999 by the W3C Voice Browser Working Group. Many companies implemented 
VoiceXML 1.0 following the rules of the markup languages in the W3C Speech Inter­
face Framework. The authors mentioned th a t Voice XML has limitations, advantages, 
and disadvantages. They also showed some predictions and estimations of the future 
investments in the voice technology. The authors concluded tha t voice technology 
and v-commerce are expected to grow exponentially in the near future. The survey 
is a considerable work tha t pointed out the need of voice technology in the business 
world, indicating the potential of such technology in the near future.
In 2003, the VoiceXML Forum [143] wrote a programmer guide manual for 
Voice XML to help the users develop Voice XML applications tha t can be phone- 
based or can be executed on a voice browser.
SALT
Speech Application Language Tags (SALT) extend existing mark-up languages such as 
HTML, XHTML, and XML [117]. SALT enables multimodal and telephony-enabled 
access to information, applications, and Web services from PCs, telephones, tablet 
PCs, and wireless personal digital assistants (PDAs) [117].
In 2002, the SALT Forum [117] wrote a manual for the Speech Application 
Language Tags (SALT) 1.0 Specification. The author stated tha t SALT extends 
existing Web markup languages to enable multimodal and telephony access to the 
Web.
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A .8.4 Prototyping for speech user interfaces
Several research papers pointed out the importance of prototyping for speech inter­
faces. True understanding of the advantages and limitations of speech can be obtained 
only by prototyping the system [130]. The method of starting to build a prototype 
for the speech user interface, test tha t prototype, and use the feed-back to  construct 
the final application has the benefit of identifying the entire functionality required as 
well as identifying the limitations of the system in advance before building the final 
application.
In 1993, Stephanie S. Everett [36] discussed the consequences and implications 
of adding speech recognition to a natural-language interface, and presented some of 
the lessons learned in adapting an existing natural-language interface to accept spoken 
input. The research presented the idea of adding a speech interface to a non-speech 
natural-language application. The study raised the issue of speech-enabling existing 
applications, benefitting from the new features the systems will enclose.
In 2000, Scott R. Klemmer [78] described an open-source prototyping tool 
for speech user interfaces. SUEDE is an informal lightweight tool th a t enables the 
designers, even non-experts, to rapidly build, test, and analyze speech user interface 
prototypes. It also has the ability to save the designs in XML format and support 
scripting applications. This tool is based on low-fidelity prototyping, Wizard of Oz 
studies, and existing systems for prototyping and testing speech and multimodal user 
interfaces. The authors identified several concerns to enhance this tool and claimed 
tha t SUEDE makes significant progress on the support for the early stages of speech 
user interface development, mentioning th a t the well design of the speech interfaces 
is the key for making them adopted by the users. SUEDE is a helpful tool for rapid 
speech user interface prototyping. Such tools provide support for quicker prototyping, 
testing, and adapting the speech interface to the users’ requirements and expectations.
In 2003, Clare-Marie K arat [75] wrote a chapter about conversational in­
terface technologies, discussing a conceptual framework for conversational interface 
technologies and application development. The study covered conversational inter­
face technologies and introduced the concept of congregating these technologies into
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a framework tha t provides the environment for conversational interface prototyping 
and development.
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A .9 Frameworks for building speech applications
A .9.1 Early fram eworks
The increasing demand for voice systems and applications necessitated the develop­
ment of tools to help construct these applications. Consequently, the need for such 
tools led to the creation of frameworks to enclose these tools and provide environ­
ments for building voice systems.
In 1986, John T. Richards [112] discussed the substance of using tools to 
support rapid prototyping, testing, and developing voice and telephony applications. 
The authors pointed out the difficulties and the cost of developing user interfaces 
since there is no technique th a t allows the designer to build a high-quality interface 
at the first attem pt, suggesting the deployment of tools to support the process and 
mentioning several existing tools, most of them are not widely used. The authors 
then discussed a facility built on the IBM Series/1 computer system tha t has been 
used to develop two voice messaging systems, the Audio Distribution System and the 
Olympic Message System for the 1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles. The au­
thors concluded th a t developing such tools is a continuing process tha t increases the 
productivity and makes rapid prototyping part of the development process, preferring 
the special-use tools over the tool generality and mentioning tha t using appropriate 
tools improves the efficiency of the resulting system. The study is one of the core 
researches tha t pointed out the importance of deploying tools to construct speech ap­
plications and how using such tools will have a big impact on the whole development 
process as well as the efficiency of the end-result systems.
In 1992, Paul Resnick [110] presented “skip and scan” as a new telephone 
interface in which callers can skip and scan prompts, similar to visual interfaces, via 
explicit commands. The authors cited some interface-design issues, principles involv­
ing the properties of the hypermedia graph th a t describes the telephone interface 
and the mapping issues, and previous work. The authors conducted experiments to 
compare skip and scan menus, using two applications developed independently by 
the two authors, with the standard conventional menu style, claiming th a t the results
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indicated tha t skip and scan had a better performance and was preferable. They 
also have developed an application generator, called HyperVoice, tha t automatically 
generates skip and scan interfaces. The authors stated tha t the upcoming work is 
conducting more experiences, better wording of the introductory prompts, incorpo­
rating help prompts, numbering menu options, developing a hybrid version, allows 
skipping and numbers options, and using skip and scan interface for communication 
applications. Skip and scan provided a solution to a common problem tha t faces the 
users of telephony applications. HyperVoice can be considered as a framework for 
generating skip and scan interfaces th a t have better performance and were preferable 
by the users.
A .9.2 Fram eworks developed  by Sun M icrosystem s laboratories
Sun Microsystems is one of the main institutions involved in speech-application devel­
opment. Sun Microsystems speech applications group, started by Nicole Yankelovich 
in 1993, have been exploring software architectures and design issues for speech appli­
cations and developing a platform tha t enables efficient development and deployment 
of real-world speech systems.
In 1994, Nicole Yankelovich [154] emphasized the need for remote access to 
computers, talking to, instead of taking with, illustrating the substance of SpeechActs. 
The author presented a prototype speech interface to Sun’s Calendar Manager ap­
plication, after conducting a survey and a field study. Unlike the approach taken by 
Mercator, a system for blind users, this system’s speech interface, according to the 
author, is not an exact translation of the graphical interface, considering the graph­
ical application as a functional specification, and trying on the other hand to  carry 
on the feeling of using the same calendar application when interacting with the GUI 
or the SUI. The author stated th a t the prototype is limited to a small subset of the 
Calendar Manager functionality, but it maintains the provision of sufficient brief in­
formation, the state information, and the ability to interrupt the speech synthesizer. 
The research raised the issue of remote access to computers as a need to  access and 
use information stored on computers without physically carrying or making contact 
with the machines. This study also introduced an im portant design rule for speech 
applications.
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In 1994, Nicole Yankelovich [153] presented SpeechActs as a research project 
focused on both the creation of a framework and tools for building speech applications 
and the definition of effective speech user interfaces. The goal is to  allow users to 
telephone their Sun workstation and interact with Solaris applications via voice. The 
idea is based on replacing the Phoneshell touch-tone interface, done at the MIT Media 
Lab, with continuous SUI. The author identified several SUI design principles, con­
versational flow, maintaining context, sufficient feedback balanced with brevity, and 
sensible interruptible synthesis. The author also addressed several problems, spec­
ifying the application functionality, characterizing the error-recovery behavior, and 
the design of context-sensitive help, mentioning the enhancements of the usefulness 
of speech applications, allowing users to interactively add vocabulary by speaking, 
with a problem of requiring a dictionary for all recognizable vocabulary, and pursu­
ing full-text searching. The author stated tha t the advances in speech technology is 
promising to create speech interfaces for remote access to on-line information. The 
paper introduced SpeechActs as a framework for building speech applications as well 
as a test bed for defining and evaluating the speech user-interface effectiveness. The 
study identified several SUI design principles and challenges.
In 1994, Nicole Yankelovich [157] described SpeechActs as a prototype frame­
work for building and integrating multiple speech applications. The authors identified 
three goals for an effective framework: Supply general robust easy-to-use speech capa­
bilities, support multiple applications, and utilize third-party tools whenever possible 
maintaining the framework independency. The authors mentioned th a t SpeechActs 
has a loosely-connected implementation as well as an acceptable performance with 
some required improvements in text-to-speech capabilities and grammars. The subse­
quent work, according to the authors, was to perform structured usability tests as well 
as several field studies tha t would lead to an improvement in the application interfaces 
quality, create a set of interface guidelines, and collect qualitative data, mentioning 
th a t SpeechActs is promising, and planning to make it available for limited outside 
use and for production in the longer term. As a continuation, this study presented 
SpeechActs as a prototype framework for building and integrating multiple speech 
applications. This research used SpeechActs to identify the criteria of the effective 
framework.
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In 1995, Nicole Yankelovich [159] described the functionality of the SpeechActs 
system, explained the methodology applied, and addressed the speech user-interface 
design challenges and strategies for meeting those challenges. The authors conducted 
a survey and a field study, showing the results, performed a usability testing, and ap­
plied an iterative redesign on the system. The authors identified the design challenges 
observed from analyzing the user studies:
•  Simulating conversation.
•  Transforming GUIs into SUIs.
•  Handling recognition errors.
•  Dealing with the nature of speech.
Based on the experience from designing SpeechActs, the authors identified the fol­
lowing design strategies:
•  Consider the the conversation principles.
•  Provide brief and informative feedback.
•  Design the SUI independently to be consistent with both conversational conven­
tions and the corresponding graphical interface.
The paper summarized the design challenges, principles, and strategies derived from 
SpeechActs design experience. The study can be a guideline for speech user-interface 
designers as well as effective speech framework designers.
In 1996, Paul M artin [90] described SpeechActs as a spoken natural-language 
framework. The authors claimed th a t SpeechActs achieved conversational naturalness 
similar to th a t of Air Traffic Information System dialogues using simpler techniques. 
SpeechActs supports several speech recognizers like BBN’s Hark, Texas Instrum ents’ 
Dagger, and Nuance Communications’ recognizers. It also provides text-to-speech 
support for Centigram’s TruVoice and AT&T’s TrueTalk. The authors stated tha t 
SpeechActs is easy to use and requires little training, mentioning tha t the system’s 
components make SpeechActs an effective framework for developing speech appli­
cations. The paper revealed the conversational naturalness and the effectiveness of 
SpeechActs as a spoken natural-language framework.
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A .9.3 Object-Oriented frameworks
The Object-oriented paradigm is a relatively new method for designing and imple­
menting software systems. The 0 0  paradigm models the world as classes and ob­
jects, supporting encapsulation, inheritance, message passing, and reusability. Voice 
applications can be developed using the object-oriented paradigm to benefit from the 
advantages tha t this paradigm offers.
In 1998, Savitha Srinivasan [130] illustrated the development of Object-Oriented 
frameworks for speech applications. The authors stated tha t a true understanding 
of the advantages and limitations of speech can be obtained only by prototyping the 
system. 0 0  frameworks provide an enabling technology for reuse of large components 
such as speech-recognition software which helps rapid prototyping, allowing the eval­
uation of the application at an early stage. The authors pointed out the advantages 
of the 0 0  paradigm and cited the related research, claiming tha t there has not been 
any real attem pts to develop 0 0  frameworks in the speech-recognition domain. The 
authors developed different speech applications using the 0 0  framework, claiming 
tha t they have achieved positive results in terms of providing an open reusable ar­
chitecture with a simplified speech interface, and this approach is applicable to  many 
other problem domains. The subsequent work, as mentioned, involved the integration 
of multimodal inputs and natural language understanding in the framework. The re­
search pioneered the object-oriented framework development for speech applications.
A .9.4  Fram eworks developed  at th e  M assachusetts In stitu te  o f  Technology- 
M IT
The Spoken Language Systems (SLS) group was established in the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1989. This group has focused its research on the 
creation of technology tha t enables humans to interact with computers using natural 
spoken language.
In 1998, Stephanie Seneff [120] described Galaxy II as a reference architecture 
for the new DARPA Communicator Program. Initially, Galaxy was a client-server 
multi-domain architecture for accessing on-line information using spoken dialogue. A
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major redesign was initiated to simplify the usage of Galaxy to develop multi-server 
applications. The new design used a programmable hub to mediate between a Java 
GUI client and various compute and domain servers, a scripting language for the 
flow control to support the programmable hub to provide flexible interaction among 
the servers, and a set of libraries to support rapid prototyping of new servers. The 
authors stated th a t the programmable hub is fully functional and has been delivered 
to  MITRE. The system th a t contains a graphical web interface as well as an audio 
interface accessible by either a microphone or a telephone has been extensively tested 
using various methods. The paper described Galaxy II as a reference architecture, 
based on Galaxy with a major redesign, to develop multi-server applications. The ar­
chitecture of Galaxy II became the base architecture for many other spoken-language 
systems frameworks.
In 2000, Jef Pearlman [107] wrote a M aster’s thesis to  present SLS-Lite as 
a utility for non-experts to build and run SLSs. The system consists of a Web inter­
face and underlying programs to support the development. The developers provide 
the application-specific functionality in a CGI-based back-end and the grammars can 
be constructed from concepts and examples provided by the developers th a t can spec­
ify hierarchy in domains. SLS-Lite uses the GALAXY-II architecture [120] utilizing 
a robust statistical language model known as a hierarchial N-Gram. The author 
cited several existing voice toolkits, mentioning th a t SLS-Lite is concerned with con­
versational and mixed-initiative dialogues more than directed dialogues, unlike most 
systems, providing all the facilities to the developers. The system was tested in MIT 
hoping to be made available to  the public to develop their own domains, the feed­
back and the collected data can benefit the further development of the system. The 
author pointed out some issues to improve the system like automating the dialogue 
management, improving the flexibility and the robustness, allowing multiple users 
simultaneously, and improving the interface, the security, and the connection to the 
system. The thesis presented SLS-Lite as a utility for non-experts to build and run 
spoken-language systems. SLS-Lite is one of the frameworks th a t used Galaxy-II ar­
chitecture.
In 2001, Eugene Weinstein [147] wrote a M aster’s thesis to present Speech- 
Builder as a suite of tools th a t facilitates the building of mixed-initiative spoken-
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dialogue systems for both beginner and experienced developers. The author stated 
tha t the goal of this system is to robustly accommodate the various scenarios where 
spoken-dialogue systems may be needed, and to provide a stable and reliable in­
frastructure for design and deployment of applications. The author cited previous 
related work, mentioning tha t the version 1.0 of SpeechBuilder is based on the SLS- 
Lite system with some improvements. Version 2.0 was current release version in 2001, 
and version 2.1 was under development. The author pointed out tha t SpeechBuilder 
has been used to build a number of spoken-language systems in various domains, for 
demonstrations or for actual users, mentioning tha t the ongoing and planned work on 
SpeechBuilder is to deal with the following issues, dialogue control, communication 
protocol, confidence scoring, unsupervised training, synthesis, multiple languages, 
and database schema. The thesis presented SpeechBuilder as a suite of tools tha t 
facilitates the building of mixed-initiative spoken dialogue systems for both beginner 
and experienced developers. The first version of SpeechBuilder is based on SLS-Lite 
which make it another framework th a t used Galaxy-II architecture.
A .9.5 Fram eworks for nam e recognition
Name recognition is a branch of speech recognition tha t has interested a number of 
researchers. The improvement of name recognition leads to a better overall speech- 
recognition accuracy.
In 2000, Atiwong Suchato [134] wrote a M aster’s thesis on a framework for 
proper name recognition system, attem pting to combine the information in both the 
spelling and the pronunciation of a proper name and find ways to use both sources of 
information to improve the recognition accuracy of tha t name from the accuracies ob­
tained by performing the spelling recognition and the pronunciation recognition tasks 
separately. The study was a significant attem pt to achieve proper name recognition 
and create a framework for proper name recognition system.
A .9.6 Fram eworks developed  by th e  C entre for Speech Technology (C T T )-  
Sweden
Several institutions around the world, outside the United States, are working on 
speech-application development, including frameworks to provide tools and libraries
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tha t form an environment to process and enhance such development.
In 2001, Hakan Melin [94] introduced ATLAS as a Java library tha t provides 
a framework for developing generic multilingual and multi-modal demonstration sys­
tems, mainly dialogue systems, on top of speech-technology components. ATLAS 
has multiple layers tha t function as a middleware between an application-dependent 
layer and the speech components in a layered system model tha t is, according to 
the author, efficient and flexible. Four applications tha t use ATLAS have been de­
veloped at the Centre for Speech Technology (CTT). The author cited the previous 
publications on speech frameworks and discussed how to evolve ATLAS and relate it 
to Voice XML. The author stated th a t ATLAS has proven to be useful for usability 
study and collecting data for evaluation of speech recognition and speaker-verification 
performance. It also makes building applications easier. ATLAS can be improved by 
adding support for natural language processing and can be made publicly available 
in the future. The paper introduced ATLAS as a multi-layered framework for devel­
oping generic multilingual and multi-modal demonstration systems, mainly dialogue 
systems.
A .9.7 SpeechW eb
Speech Web development started in the University of Windsor in 1999. Frost initiated 
the research on SpeechWeb, publishing several papers to illustrate the idea [42], [46], 
and [41].
In 1999, Sanjay P. Chitte [17] wrote a M aster’s thesis on the subject of con­
structing modular speech interface to remote applications. The interface uses recog­
nized speech as input and speech synthesis as an output to access remote applications 
called “sihlos” . The prototype was built using Java, IBM via-voice speech recognizer, 
and the H TTP/C G I communication protocol. The system downloads application- 
specific grammars to recognize application-specific language to improve speech recog­
nition accuracy. The author described some other relevant work, mentioning tha t 
their use and design purpose is different. According to the author, the system was 
tested with several users and improvements were suggested like using multiple gram­
mars, and giving more control to the user. The thesis described a framework tha t
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encloses modular speech interface to remote applications. These applications, called 
sihlos, contain application-specific grammars. The whole system presented the early 
architecture of SpeechWeb.
In 2002, Frost published a paper titled “SpeechWeb: A Web of natural- 
language speech applications” [43] to portray SpeechWeb. The author stated tha t 
“SpeechWeb consists of a collection of hyperlinked natural-language interfaces to ap­
plications which can be accessed through the Internet from speech browsers running 
on PCs” .
In 2004, Frost introduced a new architecture for Speechwebs, called “Lo­
cal thin-client application-specific speech Recognition and Remote natural-language 
query Processing (LRRP)” [45]. After introducing the new idea, Frost wrote an ar­
ticle titled “A Call for a Public-Domain SpeechWeb” [44] to encourage other people 
to contribute to the development of a public-domain SpeechWeb.
A .9.8 Sum m ary o f  fram eworks for build ing speech  applications
As shown in this survey, many frameworks for building speech applications have been 
developed to provide libraries, tools, and environments to facilitate the construction 
of voice applications. In addition to providing environments for experts to build voice 
systems, several frameworks such as SpeechWeb help non-experts to develop speech 
applications with little or no experience.
The following table summarizes the main frameworks, showing the chronological order 
of the entire development.
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1992 Paul Resnick
MIT Center for Coordination Science 
Massachusetts, USA
Skip and scan






Framework for building and integrating 
multiple speech applications
1998 Savitha Srinivasan
IBM Corporation/ Research Division 
San Jose, California, USA
O bject-O riented fram eworks
Frameworks for speech-application development 
using object-oriented paradigm
1998 Stephanie Seneff 
MIT
Massachusetts, USA
G A L A X Y  II
Framework reference architecture
1999 Richard Frost 
University of Windsor 
Ontario, Canada
SpeechW eb
Framework for non-experts to  build 
hyperlinked speech applications
2000 Atiwong Suchato 
MIT
Massachusetts, USA
Framework for nam e recognition
Proper name recognition system




Framework for non-experts to  build and run 
Spoken Language Systems




Framework for building mixed-initiative 
spoken dialogue systems for both beginner 
and experienced developers
2001 Hakan Melin
Centre for Speech Technology (CTT) 
Sweden
ATLAS
Framework for developing generic multilingual 
and multi-modal demonstration systems, 
mainly dialogue systems
Table A.8: Summary of the frameworks for building speech applications
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A .10 A utom atic generation of voice applications
A .10.1 From task  descriptions
There has been some research on generating and managing user-customized speech 
applications from task descriptions automatically.
In 1999, Andrew Pargellis [105] reported on the Application Generator (AG), 
a system th a t automatically creates, and then manages, user-customized applications 
requiring a speech interface. The AG is composed of four modular components: The 
Automatic Dialogue Generator (ADG), the Profile Manager (PM), the Information 
and Services Manager (ISM), and the Dialogue Manager (DM). The paper introduced 
the Application Generator (AG) and its four components as a system th a t autom at­
ically creates, and then manages, user-customized speech applications.
In 1999, Andrew Pargellis [106] described the Automatic Dialogue Genera­
tor (ADG). ADG is a software engine with associated library tha t generates speech 
applications automatically from a given task description specified in tables and ex­
ternal sources by generating a finite-state dialogue, each state is portable to  multiple 
domains. ADG also generates a connected graph structure th a t provides the gen­
eral dialogue flow. ADG is a component of the Application Generator (AG) tha t 
consists of four components, Profile Manager (PM), Dialogue Manager (DM), Infor­
mation Services Manager (ISM), and the ADG. The authors claimed th a t the major 
advantages of ADG are generating consistent grammars and prompts dynamically, 
organizing the application visually as a directory tree, and generating/updating new 
applications rapidly, mentioning th a t the upcoming work is to generate certain types 
of states, like Help states, during the dialogue session. The paper portrayed the Ap­
plication Generator (AG), illustrating its main component, the Automatic Dialogue 
Generator (ADG).
A .10.2  From ex isting  graphical applications
The generation of speech user interfaces for existing graphical user interfaces auto­
matically allows the automatic voice-enabling of the existing graphical applications
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without spending much effort and time to do so.
In 2000, Michael S. Fulkerson [47] described the Javox toolkit for building 
speech-enabled applications. Javox speech-enables java applications without source- 
code modification by modifying the application’s compiled code automatically. Javox 
grammars, based on JSGF, can be used in Javox Scripting Language (JSL). The au­
thors claimed tha t previous systems have focused on building stand-alone customized 
applications while Javox, similar to MELISSA project [118], allows developers to  add 
speech interfaces to applications at the end of the development process. The authors 
stated tha t Javox has been successfully tested on real-life applications, claiming tha t 
Javox is easy to use by the developers and efficient for relatively small applications. 
The upcoming work is to utilize Javox for bigger applications and develop a library of 
Javox grammars with the standard Java classes. The paper described Javox toolkit 
as one of the main contributions of Michael S. Fulkerson’s research. This contribution 
was a major part of his PhD dissertation.
In 2001, Michael S. Fulkerson [48] wrote a PhD thesis to present a system-layer 
approach for speech enabling existing applications automatically without source-code 
modification. In this approach, speech and language-processing capabilities function 
in a system layer between the application and the OS. Javox is a prototype of tha t 
approach written in Java. Its novel infrastructure has a three-part general purpose 
approach to multimodal interactions. The author opposed the common view tha t 
considers building SLSs is difficult as well as different from building non-speech ap­
plications, possibly will introduce a new paradigm, presuming th a t speech-enabled 
applications can use the same existing designs. The author stated tha t Javox has 
the advantages of isolating speech-specific code, supporting multimodal interfaces, 
minimizing the development difficulty, using the existing paradigms, reducing the de­
velopment cost, time, and need of expertise, facilitating the port of spoken-language 
application to another language. The author stated tha t the next step is supporting 
the general-purpose dialog, mentioning th a t the system-layer aproach is the future 
of SLS development. The dissertation introduced a novel infrastructure of a system- 
layer approach for speech enabling existing applications automatically without source 
code modification, presenting Javox as a prototype of tha t approach written in Java.
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A. 10.3 From data specifications
Currently, there is ongoing research a t the University of Windsor on automatic gen­
eration of voice applications from data specifications. The research focuses on auto­
matically generating Voice XML applications from XML Document Type Definitions 
(DTDs) and XML schemas.
In 2001, Hong Ying Dou [27] wrote a M aster’s thesis on the translation of 
XML applications to Voice XML applications. The author introduced rules to manu­
ally translate XML DTDs and XML schemas to Voice XML pages for data  input and 
data access. The thesis set rules for translating XML DTDs and schemas to Voice 
XML pages for data  input and data access. These rules can be used manually to 
perform the translation.
In 2002, Fadi Hanna [60] built an automatic translator prototype to trans­
late XML DTDs to Voice XML applications automatically. The author wrote a 
grammar for the DTD, used a top-down recursive descent parser to build the DTD 
recognizer, and applied a post-fix notation conversion on each DTD line to translate 
it to a corresponding VXML block, the DTD is translated line by line to generate 
the corresponding VXML page. The author concluded tha t the DTD must satisfy 
the constraint th a t the depth of each DTD line should not be more than one in or­
der to be translated directly without introducing extra tags. The upcoming work is 
to generate Voice XML pages automatically from XML schemas th a t provide more 
information tha t can be used in the translation process. The study was initiated as 
a fourth year project for graduation. The project was an endeavor to translate XML 
DTDs to Voice XML applications automatically. The research is still currently in 
progress.
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A. 11 Conclusions
This document presents a comprehensive survey on design rules and tools for con­
structing voice applications. The survey has covered all aspects of the subject, in­
cluding the need for voice applications, approaches to speech recognition, speech- 
recognition technology, examples of existing voice-application systems, design rules 
for building voice applications, tools to help construct voice applications, and the 
automatic generation of voice applications. The study shows th a t this subject has 
attracted many researchers who have emphasized the importance and the potential 
of this topic, such as [2], [3], and [92],
Following in-depth investigation, much progress in voice-application develop­
ment has been identified, in both the research and the industry. The main issues tha t 
have been focused on are:
• Speech-recognition technology.
• Voice-application systems.
•  Tools for creating grammars.
•  Tools and algorithms to help build N-Grams/language models.
•  Languages for building speech applications.
• Speech user-interface development.
•  Frameworks for building speech applications.
•  Automatic generation of voice applications.
The leading institutions in speech application development are:
•  The Spoken Language Systems (SLS) Group at M IT’s Computer Science and 
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, established in 1989. This group has focused 
its research on the creation of technology tha t enables humans to interact with 
computers using natural spoken language.
•  Sun Microsystems speech applications group, started by Nicole Yankelovich in 
1993. The group has been exploring software architectures and design issues for
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speech applications and developing a platform tha t enables efficient development 
and deployment of real-world speech systems.
The majority of papers have discussed the limitations of voice applications as 
well as the design challenges, such as [159] and [53], attem pting to  provide design 
rules and principles, such as [159], [87], and [156].
The increasing demand for voice applications requires a major break-through 
in voice technology. The next generation of voice systems has to be more advanced 
to accept natural-language input with better speech-recognition accuracy and robust­
ness. Spoken-language technology needs to be advanced to improve the interaction 
with users [53].
The following are some comments from researchers and experts about the future, 
challenges, and expected developments of speech applications and technologies:
• In May 20, 2004, during a Microsoft CEO Summit, Bill Gates asked Kevin 
Shaughnessy, from the Speech Server team, to talk about where speech is coming 
in. Kevin Shaughnessy stated: “An automated speech system typically will 
deliver a return on investment of over 1,000 percent, with a payback period of 
between six to nine months.”
• In July 29, 2004, during a financial-analysts meeting, Bill Gates stated: “Speech 
is an area we’ve been working on for many, many years. And this is the first 
year we’ve actually released a product with speech-serving capabilities. Here, 
as you look at limited vocabularies, as you look at more powerful environments, 
the role of speech will just increase over time. The holy grail of total recognition 
at human levels is still many years ahead of us, but the kind of breakthroughs 
tha t are necessary are taking place, and i t ’s very practical for a lot of things, 
even now.”
• In October 29, 2004, during a computer and information sciences seminar a t the 
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, Richard Frost, professor at the 
University of Windsor, Canada, stated: “Despite the fact th a t speech-recognition 
technology has made remarkable advances over the last decade we have not yet 
seen a rapid growth of a network of hyperlinked speech applications created by
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non-expert users.” (from an article titled “A Call for a Public-Domain Speech- 
Web” [44]).
•  In May 20, 2005, Rich Tehrani, VoIP Blogger & TMC President & Publisher, 
commented on M IT’s role in speech-recognition improvement. Tehrani stated: 
“Speech recognition getting better” , and “Perhaps the cost of recognition will go 
down. I was fascinated to see this excellent TM Cnet article on speech recognition 
and how MIT has used their labs to work with 14,000 authors to improve the 
accuracy of speech recognition and they’re giving it away for free.”
As shown in this survey, speech applications and technologies have a huge 
potential in the near future. Despite the limitations and the challenges for building 
voice systems, the need for this technology will have an impact on the development 
to make remarkable advances th a t will most likely exceed the substantial advances 
speech technology has made in the last decade.
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A p p en d ix  B
Designing the grammar for the 
DTD recognizer
B .l  The D T D  Grammar
line ::= <! linel>
linel ::= lin e ll 
| linel2 
| line 13
lin e ll ::= ELEMENT string ( elementlist ) multiple 
linel2 ATTLIST string string attrlist flag
linel3 ::= ENTITY % string value
elementlist ::= elist
| #PCDATA
elist ::= string multiple elisttail 






alist ::= string multiple alisttail 
| ( alist ) multiple alisttail
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string multiple valuetail 









| #  REQUIRED
B.2 Grammar verification  
T he Starting Sym bol: line
T he Terminals: ELEMENT ATTLIST ENTITY 
string #PCDATA CDATA 
#im piled #  REQUIRED
< > ( )
T he Non-Term inals: line linel lin e ll line 12 line 13 
elementlist elist elisttail 
attrlist alist alisttail 
value valuetail multiple flag
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T he D irector Set:
The LL(1) parse table:
(Left-to-right Left-most-derivation one-symbol a t a time)
line ::= <! linel>
FIRST( <! Linel > )  =  { < }
FOLLOW( line ) =  { $ }
linel ::= lin e ll
FIRST( lin e ll ) =  { ELEMENT } 
FOLLOW( linel ) =  { > }
linel ::= linel2
FIRST( line 12 ) =  { ATTLIST } 
FOLLOW( linel ) =  { > }
linel ::= linel3
FIRST( linel3 ) =  { ENTITY } 
FOLLOW( linel ) =  { > }
lin e ll ::= ELEMENT string ( elementlist )multiple
FIRST( ELEMENT string ( elementlist ) multiple ) =  { ELEMENT }
FOLLOW( lin e ll ) =  { > }
linel2 ::= ATTLIST string string attrlist flag
FIRST( ATTLIST string string attrlist flag ) =  { ATTLIST }
FOLLOW( line 12 ) =  { > }
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Iinel3 :: =  ENTITY % string value 
FIRST( ENTITY % string value ) =  { ENTITY } 
FOLLOW( line 13 ) =  { > }
elementlist ::= elist 
FIRST( elist ) =  { string, ( }
FOLLOW( elementlist ) =  { ) }
elementlist ^PCDATA
FIR ST( #PCDATA ) =  { #PCDATA }
FOLLOW( elementlist ) =  { ) }
elist ::= string multiple elisttail
FIRST( string multiple elisttail ) =  { string }
FOLLOW( elist ) =  FOLLOW( elementlist ) jL  FOLLOW( elisttail ) _L { ) } 
FOLLOW( elisttail ) =  FOLLOW( elist )
FOLLOW( elist ) =  { ) }
elist ( elist ) multiple elisttail 
FIRST( ( elist ) multiple elisttail ) =  { ( }
FOLLOW( elist ) =  { ) }
elisttail ::= e 
FIRST( e ) =  { e } 
FOLLOW( elisttail ) =  { ) }
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elisttail ::= , elist 
FIRST( , elist ) =  { , } 
FOLLOW( elisttail ) =  { ) }
elisttail ::= | elist 
FIRST( | elist ) =  { | } 
FOLLOW( elisttail ) =  { ) }
attrlist ::= alist
FIRST( alist ) =  { string, ( }
FOLLOW( attrlist ) =  ( FIRST( flag ) - { e } ) ±  FOLLOW( flag ) 
FOLLOW( attrlist ) =  { #IM PLIED , #  REQUIRED, >  }
attrlist CDATA
FIRST( CDATA ) =  { CDATA }
FOLLOW( attrlist ) =  { #IM PLIED , # REQUIRED, > }
alist ::= string multiple alisttail
FIRST( string multiple alisttail ) =  { string }
FOLLOW( alist ) =  FOLLOW( attrlist ) ±  FOLLOW( a lis tta il) _L { ) } 
FOLLOW( alisttail ) =  FOLLOW( alist )
FOLLOW( alist ) =  { #IM PLIED , #REQ UIRED , >, ) }
alist ( alist ) multiple alisttail 
FIRST( ( alist ) multiple alisttail ) =  { ( }
FOLLOW( alist ) =  { #IM PLIED , #REQU IRED , >, ) }
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alisttail ::= e 
FIRST( e ) =  { e }
FOLLOW( alisttail ) =  { #IM PLIED , #  REQUIRED, >, ) }
alisttail ::= , alist 
FIRST( , alist ) =  { , }
FOLLOW( a lis tta il) =  { #IM PLIED , #  REQUIRED, >, ) }
alisttail ::= | alist 
FIRST( | alist ) =  { | }
FOLLOW( alisttail ) =  { #IM PLIED , # REQUIRED, > , ) }
value ::= string multiple valuetail
FIRST ( string multiple valuetail ) =  { string }
FOLLOW( value ) =  FOLLOW( valuetail ) _L FOLLOW( linel ) X { ) } 
FOLLOW( valuetail ) =  FOLLOW( value )
FOLLOW( value ) =  { ) , > }
value ::= ( value ) multiple valuetail 
FIRST( ( value ) multiple valuetail ) =  { ( }
FOLLOW( value ) =  { ) , > }
valuetail ::= e 
FIRST( e ) =  { e }
FOLLOW( valuetail ) =  { ) , > }
valuetail , value 
FIRST ( , value ) =  { , }
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FOLLOW( valuetail ) =  { ) , > }
valuetail ::= | value 
FIRST ( | value ) =  { | } 
FOLLOW( valuetail ) =  { ) , > }
multiple ::= e 
FIRST( e ) =  { e }
FOLLOW( multiple ) =  ( FIRST( e lis tta il) - { e } ) X FOLLOW( e lis t) X ( FIRST( 
a lis tta il) - { e } ) X FOLLOW( a l is t ) X ( FIRST( valuetail) - { e } ) X FOLLOW( 
value ) X FOLLOW( linel )
FOLLOW( multiple ) =  { „ |, #IM PLIED , # REQUIRED, >, ) }
multiple ::= *
FIRST( * )  =  { * }
FOLLOW( multiple ) =  { „ |, #IM PLIED , ^REQ UIRED , >, ) }
multiple ::= +
FIRST( +  ) =  { +  }
FOLLOW( multiple ) =  { , , ) ,  #IM PLIED , #  REQUIRED, > , ) }
flag ::= e
FIRST( e ) =  { e }
FOLLOW( flag ) =  FOLLOW( linel ) =  { > }
flag ::= #IM PLIED
FIRST( #IM PLIED  ) =  { #IM PLIED  } 
FOLLOW( flag ) =  { > }
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flag ::= # REQUIRED
FIRST( # REQUIRED ) =  { # REQUIRED } 
FOLLOW( flag ) =  { > }
T he D T D  Gram m ar D irector Set:
line
linel
<! linel > 










=  ELEMENT string ( elementlist ) multiple { ELEMENT }
ATTLIST string string attrlist flag 
ENTITY % string value
elementlist ::= elist
| #PCDATA
elist ::= string multiple elisttail 






alist string multiple alisttail






{ string, ( }


















string multiple valuetail { string }
( value ) multiple valuetail { ( }
{ ), > }
, value { , }
| value { | }
{ „ |, #IM PLIED, #  REQUIRED, >, ) } 
{ * }
I + { + }
{ > }
#IM PLIED  { #IM PLIED  }
# REQUIRED { ^REQ U IRED  }
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A p p en d ix  C
A com plete example of 




<var nam e=”filereport” expr=” ’The input report: ”’/>
<var n a m e - ’delimiter” expr=” ’ ”’/>
<var nam e=”recordcounter” expr=”0”/>
<link next=”#welcome”>
<gram m ar> start over < /gram m ar>
< /link>
<link next= ”# en d ”>
<gram m ar> exit | quit < /gram m ar>
< /link>
<help> To exit, say exit or quit. To start over, say start over. < /help>
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<form id= ” welcome” >
<block>
<prom pt>  Welcome to the courses voice information system. < /p rom pt>




<form id= ”end” >
<block>
<prom pt>  < value expr=”filereport”/ >  < /p rom pt>




<form id= ” courses” >
<block> Starting the courses dialog. < /b lock>
<block>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’The courses dialog:’ +  delimiter”/>  
< /block>
<subdialog nam e=” course” src=” #course” >
<prom pt>  Transfer to  course < /p rom pt>
</subdialog>
<block>
<goto next=”# en d ” />
</block>
< /form >
<form id= ” course” >
<block> Starting the course dialog. < /b lock>
<block>
<assign nam e=”recordcounter” expr=”recordcounter +  l ”/>
< assign nam e=” filereport” expr=” filereport +  ’The record number ’ +  recordcounter 
+  ’:’ +  delimiter” />
< /block>
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<block>
< assign nam e=”filereport” expr=” filereport +  ’The course dialog:’ +  delimiter”/>
< /block>
<field nam e=”id” type= ” digits” >
<prom pt>  Please enter id < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter id < /p rom pt>
<help>
id is an attribute of the element course 
< /help>
<noinput>  Sorry, I do not understand! Creprompt />  < /no inpu t>
<filled>
<prom pt>  You have entered Cvalue expr=”id”/> . < /p rom pt>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’id is: ’ +  id +  ’.’ +  delimiter” />  
</filled>
</field>
<field nam e=”choicell” >
<prom pt>  Please, choose one of the following: cbreak /x e n u m e r a te  /> < /p ro m p t>  
<option d tm f=” l ” value=” status” > status < /option>
Coption d tm f=”2” value=” section” > section < /option>
<filled>
<if cond=”choicell = =  ’sta tus’”>
<assign nam e=” section” expr=”true” />
<goto nextitem =” status”/>
< /if>
< if cond=”choicell = =  ’section”’>
<assign name=”status” expr=”true” />




<field nam e=” title” >
<gram m ar src=”courseTitle.gram”/>
<prom pt>  Please enter title < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter title < /p rom pt>
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<help>
The element is title 
The element’s parent is course 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /noinput>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered Cvalue expr=”title”/> .  < /p rom pt>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’title is: ’ +  title +  ’.’ +  delimiter”/>  
</filled>
< /field >
<field nam e=” credit” type= ” digits” >
<prom pt>  Please enter credit < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter credit < /p rom pt>
<help>
The element is credit 
The element’s parent is course 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput>  Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /noinput>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered < value expr=” credit”/> .  < /p rom pt>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’credit is: ’ +  credit +  ’.’
+  delimiter” />
</filled>
</field>
<field nam e=” status” >
<gram m ar> offering | not offering < /gram m ar>
<prom pt>  Please enter status < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter status < /p rom pt>
<help>
The element is status 
The element’s parent is course 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /noinput>
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<filled>
<prom pt>  You have entered <value expr=”status”/> .  < /p rom pt>




<subdialog nam e=” section” src=”#section”>
< prom pt> Transfer to section < /p rom pt>
</subdialog>
<field nam e=” confirmcourse” type= ” boolean” >
<prom pt>  Would you like to add another course? < /p rom pt>
<filled>
<if cond=” confirmcourse” >
<clear nam elist=” confirmcourse” />
<goto next=” #course” />




< /  form>
<form id= ”section” >
<block> Starting the section dialog. < /b lock>
<block>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=” filereport +  ’The section dialog:’ +  delimiter”/>  
< /block>
<field nam e=”num” type= ” number” >
<prom pt>  Please enter num < /prom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter num < /p rom pt>
<help>
num is an attribute of the element section 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /no inpu t>
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< filled >
<prom pt> You have entered < value expr=”num”/> . < /p rom pt>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’num is: ’ +  num +  ’.’ +  delimiter”/>  
< /filled>
< /field >
<field nam e=”day” >
<gram m ar> Monday | Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday | Friday < /gram m ar>
< prompt > Please enter day < /prom pt >
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter day < /p rom pt>
<help>
The element is day 
The element’s parent is section 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /no inpu t>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered Cvalue expr=”day” /> . < /p rom pt>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’day is: ’ +  day +  +  delimiter”/>
</filled>
< /field >
<field nam e=”time” type= ”time”>
<prom pt>  Please enter time < /p rom pt>
< prompt count—’2”> Please enter time < /p rom pt>
<help>
The element is time 
The element’s parent is section 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! Creprompt />  < /no inpu t>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered <value expr=”time”/> . < /p rom pt>
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<field nam e=”room” type= ” number” >
<prom pt>  Please enter room < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2” > Please enter room < /prom pt>
<help>
The element is room 
The element’s parent is section 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput>  Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /no inpu t>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered < value expr=”room”/> .  < /p rom pt>




<field nam e=” instructor” >
< grammar src=” courselnstructor.gram” /  >
<prom pt>  Please enter instructor < /p rom pt>
< prompt count=”2”> Please enter instructor < /prom pt >
<help>
The element is instructor 
The element’s parent is section 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! Creprompt />  < /no inpu t>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered Cvalue expr—’instructor”/> .  < /p rom pt>
<assign nam e=”filereport” expr=”filereport +  ’instructor is: ’ +  instructor +  ’.’ 
+  delimiter”/>
< / filled >
< /field >
<field nam e=” examSlot” type= ” digits” >
<prom pt>  Please enter examSlot < /p rom pt>
<prom pt count=”2”> Please enter examSlot < /p rom pt>
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<help>
The element is examSlot 
The element’s parent is section 
The element’s children are: none 
< /help>
<noinput> Sorry, I do not understand! <reprom pt />  < /noinput>
< filled >
<prom pt>  You have entered < value expr=”examSlot”/> .  < /p rom pt>




<field nam e=”confirmsection” type= ” boolean” >
<prom pt>  Would you like to  add another section? < /p rom pt>
< filled >
<if cond=”confirmsection”>
<clear namelist=” confirmsection” />
<goto next=”#section” />




< /  form>
< /vxm l>
Example C .l: Voice XML application automatically generated from the G-DTD in the example 6.2
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# JS G F  V I.0; 
grammar courseTitle;
<undergrad> =  Key concepts in Computer Science | D ata structure | Object Oriented design; 
<grad>  =  Literature review and survey | Presentations and tools; 
public <courseTitle> =  <undergrad> | <grad>;
Example C.2: courseTitle.gram
# JS G F  V I.0; 
grammar courselnstructor;
<designation> =  Dr | Mr | Ms;
<nam e> =  Richard Frost | Fadi Hanna;
public <course!nstructor> =  <designation> <nam e>;
Example C.3: courselnstructor.gram
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